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Abstract 
ANALYSIS OF 
CONSTRUCTION WORKLOAD RESPONSIBILITY, 
U.S. NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND 
Joshua Jon Gamez, M.S.E 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2003 
SUPERVISOR: Richard L. Tucker 
This thesis analyzes workload responsibility of construction 
administration personnel within the U. S. Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
(NAVFAC) and compares to three industry owner organizations (two public and 
one private). Specifically, an analysis of construction workload responsibility for 
three NAVFAC Field Office positions: Project Manager, Contract Specialist, and 
Quality Assurance Representative, is compared to industry personnel with 
equivalent positions and/or responsibilities. Additionally, the author discusses 
factors that influence the level of responsibility for the organizations' respective 
positions. The period of study is fiscal years 2000 through 2002. A questionnaire 
was utilized together with personal and phone interviews to complete this study. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The U. S. Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) plays an 
important role in the support of U.S. Navy and Marine Corps forces. NAVFACs 
mission is to meet its client's need in the areas of facilities, installations, 
environmental, contingency engineering, and outsourcing. NAVFAC is 
composed of more than 16,000 military and civilian people and its annual volume 
of business is more than $8 billion (GlobalSecurity.org). One of NAVFAC's vital 
services to its clients is the administration of post-award construction contracts. 
The Field Office, also known as the Resident Officer in Charge of Construction 
(ROICC) office, is NAVFAC's field contracting office composed of Navy Civil 
Engineer Corps officers and civilians responsible for construction, design, and 
facilities service contract administration. There are currently 90 ROICC offices in 
the continental U.S. and overseas. 
Similar to construction administration departments in industry, ROICC 
office personnel administer construction contracts and are responsible for the 
planning, scheduling, monitoring, and completion of projects. For the purposes of 
this study, an "industry organization" refers to any non-federal organization. 
NAVFAC developed the ROICC Office Model to ensure the appropriate staffing, 
skill mix, and technical support from NAVFAC Engineering Field 
Divisions/Activities will provide the most efficient service to its clients. 
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The stmcture and mission of every commercial, federal and public 
organization is unique. Uniqueness is also inherent in the organization's 
construction administration department: staffing, skill mix, contract processes, 
accountability and level of responsibility. NAVFAC is in a continual process to 
streamline its organization and assure efficient and effective services. Business 
case analyses have been performed to compare NAVFAC s business activities, 
specifically base operations and maintenance, to the commercial sector. 
However, owner construction administration functions (e.g. inspection, contractor 
progress payments and acceptance) for government projects are inherently 
governmental in nature. NAVFAC s ROICC functions will never be competed 
against the commercial sector. This leads us to the question - how does the 
personnel workload responsibility of NAVFACs ROICC offices compare to 
industry organizations with similar construction administration functions? 
Specific questions to be addressed in this study include: What is the level 
of workload responsibility placed on ROICC office construction administration 
personnel? How does this level of responsibility compare to industry personnel 
with equivalent positions and/or responsibilities? What organizational 
characteristics of NAVFACs general ROICC office model are similar, or 
dissimilar, to industry construction administration departments? Do these 
characteristics relate back to level of workload responsibility? 
1.1 OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of this study is to compare NAVFAC construction 
workload responsibility to the selected industry organizations. The overall 
objective will be accomplished by completing the following. 
1. Perform a general analysis of annual construction workload responsibility 
for the ROICC Team during the period of FY 2000 through FY 2002. 
2. Identify personnel within selected owner organizations with equivalent 
construction administration positions and/or responsibilities. Collect 
pertinent staffing and construction workload data. 
3. Compare NAVFAC workload responsibility to the selected industry 
organizations. 
4. Identify organizational factors that influence the organizations' levels of 
workload responsibility for each position. 
1.2 SCOPE 
A general analysis of construction workload responsibility will be 
performed on three NAVFAC ROICC office positions: Project Manager, Contract 
Specialist, and Quality Assurance Representative. This trio of NAVFAC 
construction administration personnel will now be referred to as the "ROICC 
Team". Specific responsibilities will be discussed in Chapter Four. 
The period for this study is fiscal year (FY) 2000 through FY 2002. A FY 
cycle is October T' through September 30*. For example, FY 2004 starts on 
October 1, 2003 and ends on September 30, 2004. The period of study was 
selected to retrieve current data and assure consistency. External environmental 
factors including the national economy, politics and global issues were relatively 
stable during the course of this period. 
Industry organizations identified for comparison were selected on the basis of 
having similar characteristics to NAVFAC. These characteristics include: owner 
type, substantial volume of annual construction, internal construction 
administration personnel and data easy to collect. 
The industry organizations are identified below with their respective 
construction administration departments. 
• The  University of Texas System,  Office of Facilities Planning and 
Construction, Austin, Texas 
• Texas ASM University System, Facilities Planning and Construction 
Department, College Station, Texas 
• The DuPont Company, Facilities Construction and Support, Wilmington, 
Delaware 
1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
Chapter Two provides a general background of construction 
administration and organizational structure. Chapter Three explains the 
methodology employed for this study. Chapter Four discusses the history, 
mission, and macro structure of NAVFAC. The organization of a typical ROICC 
office is examined and the post-award contract responsibilities of the ROICC 
Team are discussed. Chapters Five through Seven discuss the history, mission, 
and macro structure of the industry owner organizations. The owners' respective 
construction administration departments are examined and personnel with 
equivalent positions and/or responsibilities to the ROICC team are identified. 
Chapter Eight presents, for all organizations, annual work-in-place construction 
dollars and staffing data collected during the study period. Chapter Nine presents 
study assumptions and the analysis of comparing workload responsibility between 
the ROICC Team and industry equivalents. In closing. Chapter Ten presents 
conclusions drawn from Chapter Nine. A Glossary is provided to assist the reader 
with the terminology used in this study. 
CHAPTER!: BACKGROUND 
This chapter presents background information of construction 
administration and organizational structure. Discussion will include the 
responsibilities of construction administration individuals and the elements and 
types of organizational structure. 
2.1 CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION 
Construction projects involve three principal participants: the owner, the 
designer, and the general contractor. The owner, as the financer and driver of the 
project, utilizes an in-house staff of engineers or hires an architectural/engineer 
(A/E) firm to design a project that will meet the owner's business needs. 
After the project has been planned and designed to the owner's 
satisfaction, the process begins to advertise the project and solicit proposals from 
construction contractors. The proposals are reviewed by the owner's contracting 
staff and the project is awarded to the contractor with the best value proposal. 
Depending on the complexity of the project, a general contractor, also known as 
the prime contractor, will hire subcontractors for specialized areas of construction 
and/or services. The prime contractor, not the subcontractors, is responsible for 
completing the project as outlined in the contract and in accordance with the 
project specifications.     Construction contracts involve working relationships 
among numerous individuals.   Various levels of construction administration are 
required from all primary participants to ensure a successful project. 
Fisk (2000) defines construction administration as the broad responsibility 
of relating to all project-related functions between the parties of a contract. The 
functions include, but are not limited to, relations with contractors, 
communications, procedures, responsibility, authority, planning and scheduling, 
construction operations, coordination, payment administration, change orders, 
negotiations, dispute and claim handling, and project closeout. 
Fisk (2000) identifies four individuals associated with construction 
administration with unique roles and responsibilities. The individuals below are 
defined from the owner's perspective. 
Project Manager - A project manager (PM) is responsible for all phases 
of the project. The PM is involved in the infancy stages of pre-project planning, 
through the entire design process, awarding of the contract and contract close out. 
The PM may be involved in the selection of the A/E firm for design and will 
supervise staff or initiate a separate contract for construction administration. 
Construction Manager - The services of a construction manager (CM) 
will overlap in the design and construction phases of a project. Tasks include 
bidding strategy input, design phase review, cost and schedule management, 
proposal evaluation, contractor selection, and on-site construction phase 
management.      On-site   construction   phase   management   includes   phasing. 
coordinating, determining conformance of materials and quality of work to the 
project specifications, preparation of contract modifications, and contractor 
progress payments. 
Quality Control Representative - A quality control representative is a 
member of the contractor's organization and is responsible for the quality control 
(QC) plan. A QC plan is an inspection system implemented by the contractor to 
assure the work of the prime contractor and subcontractors meets project 
specifications. Documentation of QC inspections and training is provided to the 
owner's quality assurance representative. The frequency and level of detail 
associated with the contractor's documentation is specified in the QC plan. 
Quality Assurance Representative - The quality assurance (QA) 
representative spends most of his/her time in the field observing the contractor's 
work and notifies the CM of any variations from the plans and specifications. QA 
representatives do not have contractual authority to direct the contractor to 
perform work outside of the plans and specifications. However, the QA 
representative should be able to evaluate and solve any problems encountered in 
the field and make recommendations to the CM. 
The organization of a construction administration team affects internal and 
external relationships of and how well a team can efficiently manage numerous 
projects without delays. The roles and responsibilities of four construction 
administration individuals were discussed in this section.   In the forthcoming 
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section, the author discusses the factors that influence organizational structure and 
the pattern of construction management. 
2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
An organization's structure, effectiveness, and development is influenced 
by many factors. The environment surrounding an organization and its projects, 
including social, economical, political, and technological factors, has a major 
impact on organizations. The behavior of the environment affects the actions of 
an organization. Social factors include income, work attitudes, and lifestyle 
changes. Economic factors include inflation, energy issues, and disposable 
income. 
As Naoum (2002) explains, "In order for an organization to survive, it 
requires a business strategy to link its operational and administrative activities 
with the external environment" (p. 42). Corporate strategy is essential for any 
organization. Strategy identifies the organization's mission and sheds light on the 
organization's weaknesses and strengths. Strategy lays the road map ahead to 
create business opportunities or plan for significant changes due to the external 
environment or internal attitudes. Organizations develop a strategy to increase 
efficiency, overcome an obstacle, plan for the future, develop, and create a 
positive and motivating work environment. 
Figure 2.1 presents the pattern of management and the factors that affect 
an organization's structure. 
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Figure 2.1. Organizational Structure (Naoum, 2001) 
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Organizational structure is defined as achieving an objective by 
assembling individuals, defining tasks, and establishing the chain of command (or 
reporting lines). Naoum associates five elements to organizational structure: 
group formation, communication network, power and authority, centralization and 
decentralization, leadership styles, and span of control. 
Group formation - The formation of departments by individual skills and 
work experience, work functions and processes, and by clients. Group formation 
objectives include distribution of work, management of work, information 
processing, coordination, and conflict resolution. 
Communication network - Information must be efficiently obtained, 
transferred, and shared by various departments to achieve objectives. 
Communication networks vary with the structure of the organization. An 
organization with set tasks and processes is most likely to have an efficient 
communication network. In contrast, an organization operating in a complex and 
uncertain environment will constantly change its communication network in order 
to adapt to the current challenges. 
Power and authority - As with communication networks, power processes 
vary between organizations. Power processes include the authority, allocation, 
and delegation of power. 
Centralization and decentralization - Centralized authority is typically 
located at the top of an organization's hierarchy. Centralized authority is suitable 
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for specialized organizations, easy to coordinate and control, and decision making 
is fast but distant from operational level. In a decentralized organization, the 
power is disseminated through different departments. Decentralized authority is 
suitable for standardized organizations, more complex with respect to 
coordination and control, and slow at decision making but closer to the 
operational level. 
Leadership styles - Leadership styles can be divided into two areas: 
mechanistic and organic. Traits of mechanistic leadership include emphasis on 
functional specialization, defined position descriptions with rights and 
obligations, hierarchic structure and control, tendency for interaction between 
superiors and subordinates, and operations are governed by the supervisors' 
instructions and decisions. The characteristics of an organic leadership include 
contribution of special knowledge, nature of individual tasks, network of control, 
authority, and communication, lateral direction of communication, and 
informative communication rather than instructive. 
Span of control - Span of control is defined as the number of relationships 
and subordinates under a supervisor. There are two types of span of control: 
narrow and wide. In a narrow span of control, the reporting lines are long with 
small groups. Wide span of control consist of smaller reporting lines and larger 
groups. 
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Naoum (2001) classifies organizational stmctures into three types. They 
types are listed and described below. 
The simple structure - A business in its early stages of development is an 
example of a simple structure. The owner handles most of the management 
responsibilities. The characteristics of a simple structure include centralized 
power, a wide span of control, informal communication, direct supervision, single 
decision making, and fast reaction to a dynamic environment. 
The functional structure - In a functional structure, supervisors have 
authority over subordinates in their departments or divisions only. A functional 
structure is characterized by decentralization of functional power, a narrow span 
of control, direct and indirect supervision, formal communication, having a 
business strategy, and a slow reaction to a dynamic environment. 
The matrix structure - This structure is common for large organizations 
with complex projects and require horizontal hierarchy (in addition to vertical 
hierarchy) to improve coordination and functions between departments. The 
matrix structure can be applied at the organizational level and the project level. 
The characteristics of a matrix structure include functional power, shared 
expertise, a narrow span of control, direct supervision and operational control, 
integrated group decision making, having a responsive strategy, and fast response 
to a dynamic environment. 
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2.3 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, construction administration was defined as the broad 
responsibility relating to all project-related functions between the parties of a 
construction contract. The roles and responsibilities of specific construction 
administration individuals were discussed. Organizational structure was defined 
as achieving an objective by assembling individuals, defining tasks, establishing 
the chain of command, and was influenced by the environment and business 
strategy. Organization structure consists of five elements and can be classified 
into three types. The forthcoming chapter discusses the methodology employed 
to accomplish this study. 
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CHAPTER 3: STUDY METHODOLOGY 
In order to achieve a successful apples to apples comparison of 
construction workload responsibility, a methodology was employed to (1) collect 
staffing and construction workload data from NAVFAC (2) research and become 
familiar with the staff and contract process of the construction administration 
departments within the industry organizations and (3) collect pertinent data from 
the industry organization for analysis and comparison. 
3.1 NAVFAC DATA 
The author first contacted NAVFAC Headquarters to acquire staffing and 
annual construction workload data from all ROICC offices. NAVFAC has a total 
of 90 ROICC offices in the continental U.S. and overseas. ROICC office 
locations are provided in Appendix A. ROICC offices report staffing and 
workload numbers biannually to NAVFAC via the NAVFAC Field Office 
Readiness (NFOR) reports. The NFOR report is NAVFAC's tool for assessing 
ROICC office readiness. In addition to staffing and annual workload, all ROICC 
offices report total personnel qualifications, logistics and information technology. 
A staffing number is computed for each ROICC office using a staffing algorithm. 
The algorithm plays a significant role in the budgeting and staffing of each 
ROICC office. 
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Workload numbers are reported in the NFOR report as Type I construction 
work-in-place (WIP), Type II construction WIP, and Facility Service Contracts 
WIP. The NAVFAC Contracting Manual, P-68, defines WIP as the value of 
construction, repair, and maintenance work put in place, during a specific period, 
including paid materials on site and certified land acquisition (U. S. Naval 
Facilities Engineering Command). NAVFAC defines Type I construction as 
construction involving sophisticated engineering and design, or requires plans and 
specifications. Type II construction is defined as construction requiring limited 
technical design, and can be executed by delivery order/task order contracts or 
can be executed by a Public Works Center (PWC) or Public Works Department 
(PWD) in-house forces. 
NAVFAC accumulates NFOR data submitted by all ROICC offices on 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and organizes the spreadsheets by reporting periods. 
The spreadsheets contain the following information (items in italics were 
extracted from the spreadsheets and utilized for this study). 
• Engineering Field Division/Activity name 
• Field Office name 
• Area construction factor 
• Annual Type I constmction WIP 
• Annual Type 11 construction WIP 
• Annual Facilities Service Contracts WEP 
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• Staffing numbers for Civil Engineer Corps officers, contract specialists, 
project managers, and quality assurance representatives 
• Staffing algorithm numbers for all positions 
Prior to November 2000, NFOR reports were submitted on a quarterly basis. 
ROICC offices currently submit NFOR reports on a biannual basis. Refer to 
Appendix A for NFOR data from FY 2000 through FY 2002. The period of 
study, FY 2000 through FY 2002, was selected to retrieve current data and assure 
consistency. 
For each reporting period, ROICC offices report the latest status of annual 
construction WIP dollars. Therefore, annual WIP dollars from early FY reports 
are the offices' best estimate. The most accurate numbers are provided during the 
last reporting period of the FY. To account for the differences in construction 
WIP dollars reported and staffing fluctuations, the mean annual construction WIP 
and the mean quantity of personnel was used for analysis. 
The spreadsheets reviewed included the following reporting periods. 
• FY 2000 - March 2000, June 2000, and September 2000 
• FY 2001 - November 2000, January 2001, and July 2001 
• FY 2002 - January 2001 and July 2001 
61 of NAVFAC's 90 ROICC offices are located within the continental U.S. 
(CONUS). Therefore, data has been categorized into two groups: "NAVFAC" 
and "NAVFAC CONUS".   The "NAVFAC" group includes data from all 90 
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ROICC offices whereas the "NAVFAC CONUS" group only consists of data 
from CONUS ROICC offices. ROICC offices located outside the continental 
U.S. are referred to as OCONUS ROICC offices. The purpose for dividing 
NAVFAC data into two groups is to assure the data from OCONUS ROICC 
offices was consistent with CONUS ROICC offices. 
3.2 STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
The author developed a questionnaire and used it as an interview guide to 
acquire the following data from the industry organizations. 
• Macro organization chart 
• Construction administration organization chart 
• Position descriptions and qualifications for all construction administration 
personnel 
• Description of construction contract processes 
• Annual construction WIP dollars or equivalent 
• Annual staffing numbers for all construction administration personnel 
The questionnaire is located in Appendix B. A courtesy copy of the questionnaire 
was forwarded to senior facility representatives within each industry organization 
prior to personal or phone interviews.   The facility representatives are identified 
below. 
• Assistant  Vice Chancellor of Facilities and Construction,  Office of 
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Facilities Planning and Constmction, The University of Texas System 
• Executive Director, Facilities Planning and Construction Department, 
Texas A&M University System 
• Engineering Director, DuPont Engineering, The DuPont Company 
Personal interviews were then conducted with the aforementioned representatives 
from The University of Texas System and Texas A&M University System. 
Several phone interviews were conducted with a DuPont engineer from the 
Facilities Construction and Support Department. 
3.3 CONSTRUCTION WORKLOAD RESPONSIBILITY 
An objective of this thesis is to analyze and compare construction 
workload responsibility between NAVTAC and the selected industry 
organizations. The individuals that make up the ROICC Team have unique post- 
contract award construction administration duties; therefore, an individual 
analysis of workload responsibility can be accomplished for each position. 
For the purposes of this study, construction workload responsibility is 
defined as: 
Annual Construction Work-in-Place ($)/Quantity of Personnel 
NAVFAC defines WIP as the value of construction work put in place during a 
specific period. The metric above is simple and straightforward and provides us 
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with average annual responsibility for any construction administration position in 
question. Additionally, the use of this metric allows us the author to disregard 
staffing allocation (i.e. the quantity and mix of personnel assigned to manage a 
single construction project). 
3.4 SUMMARY 
NAVFAC construction workload and staffing data was extracted from 
NFOR (NAVFAC Field Office Readiness Reports) spreadsheets covering various 
reporting periods during FY 2000 through FY 2002. Interviews were conducted 
with the selected industry organizations to acquire (1) specific information 
regarding the operations and responsibilities of construction administration 
personnel and (2) collect pertinent staffing and WIP data during the study period. 
The metric to be utilized for comparison, construction workload responsibility, 
was defined and justified. 
The next three chapters will discuss the history, mission, and macro 
structure of each organization and examine the organizations' respective 
construction administration departments. 
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CHAPTER 4: U.S. NAVAL FAcrLiriES ENGINEERING COMMAND 
This chapter provides an overview of the U.S. Navy Facilities Engineering 
Command (NAVFAC) and discusses the role of the Resident Officer in Charge of 
Construction (ROICC) office with emphasis on the responsibilities of the ROICC 
Team: Project Manager, Contract Specialist and Quality Assurance 
Representative. 
4.1 HISTORY AND MISSION 
NAVFAC s beginnings are traced to 1842 when it was then known as the 
Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks. At that time, the Bureau was composed of 
only civilian engineers and was responsible for seven ship yards, four ordnance 
magazines, and five naval stations. On March 2, 1867, Congress passed a bill 
wherein the President appointed all Navy civil engineers. As a result, civil 
engineers were listed in a publication of commissioned and warrant officers and 
were included in the annual pay. Thus, March 2, 1867 is celebrated as the birth of 
the Navy Civil Engineer Corps (CEC). 
By the 1900's, the Bureau had 40 officers and the first CEC officer had 
been appointed as the Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks - preceding Bureau 
chiefs were line officers. The Spanish-American war highlighted the need for 
CEC officers as the treaty at war's end established naval stations in Puerto Rico, 
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Guam, Philippines and Cuba. Existing yards were modernized and new yards 
were being built at an enormous pace. 
During World War I, the Bureau consisted of more than 200 CEC officers 
responsible for over $300 million for the construction of training camps, 
submarine bases, and naval air stations throughout the U.S. and abroad. The 
period after the war saw a decline in CEC officers to fewer than 150. The start of 
World War II found the Navy's shore establishments unprepared for technological 
advances. Again, the need for CEC officers was great and the Bureau managed 
over $9 billion in construction of facilities, hospitals, air bases and repair facilities 
during 1940 to 1945. By 1945, the Bureau was over 12,000 CEC officers strong. 
It was also during World War n that the Naval Construction Battalions were 
founded to perform construction in combat areas. Commanded by CEC officers, 
the men of the Naval Construction Battalions, also known as Seabees, were 
experienced construction workers trained with weapons for self defense. The 
Seabee motto, "We build, we fight" was born and the Seabees played a significant 
role in the Allied victory. 
Following World War n, the CEC and Seabees saw action in Korea during 
the 1950's and in Vietnam from the mid 1960's to the early 70's. The demand for 
Seabees in Vietnam was great and the number of battalions increased from ten to 
twenty-one. There are currently ten active battalions - eight mobile construction 
battalions and two amphibious construction battalions. 
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"NAVFAC is the U.S. Navy's facilities, installation, and contingency 
engineers" (U. S. Naval Facilities Engineering Command). The U.S. Marine 
Corps, the Department of Defense and other federal agencies are also NAVFAC 
clients. 
NAVTAC is responsible for the planning, design, and construction of 
shore facilities - a key player in assuring the readiness of the U.S. Navy and 
Marine Corps combat forces worldwide. NAVFAC's specialized operations 
include: (1) Naval Construction Force - Seabee battalions capable of immediate 
deployment anywhere in the world to support contingency engineering operations 
(2) Naval Facilities Engineering Service Center - specialized engineering and 
products and (3) the Navy Crane Center - responsible for the engineering, 
procurement and evaluation of the Navy's shore based crane program. 
4.2 ORGANIZATION 
NAVFAC is headquartered in Washington D.C. Responsibility is 
established by geographic areas and is divided among four Engineering Field 
Divisions (EFD). 
• Atlantic Division, Norfolk, VA 
• Pacific Division, Pearl Harbor, HI 
• Southern Division, Charleston, SC 
• Southwest Division, San Diego, CA 
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An EFD's responsibility is focused on facility acquisition: contract award, 
issue contract warrants, and provide field guidance and environmental regulation. 
An EFD may have a smaller subordinate activity called an Engineering Field 
Activity (EFA). EFA's have similar functions as EFD's but are smaller in size. 
There are currently seven EFA's within NAVFAC. 
• EFA Chesapeake, Washington D.C. 
• EFA Mediterranean, Naples, Italy 
• EFA Midwest, Great Lakes, IL 
• EFA Northeast, Lester, PA 
• EFA Northwest, Poulsbo, WA 
• EFA Southeast, Jacksonville, FL 
• EFA West, Daly City, CA 
Another EFD subordinate is the Officer in Charge of Construction (OICC). 
In comparison to ROICC offices, OICC's support a geographical area whereas a 
ROICC office will support activities on a naval base. NAVFAC contains three 
OICC's. 
• OICC Far East, Yokosuka, Japan 
• OICC Marianas, Guam 
• OICC Naples, Italy 
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The ROICC offices are a subordinate organizational element of a 
respective EFD/A at the naval activity/base level. In addition to construction, the 
ROICC offices execute and administer facilities service and A/E design contracts. 
For geographical areas with a large concentration of naval activities, the 
purview of facilities management and maintenance falls under a Public Works 
Center (PWC). In comparison to PWC's, a naval base may have a smaller Public 
Works Department (PWD) headed by a CEC officer, also known as a Public 
Works Officer (PWO). A PWO directly reports to the base commanding officer 
whereas the commanding officer of a PWC reports to a regional commander. 
There are nine PWC's including six in the continental U.S., a PWC in Hawaii, a 
PWC in Guam, and a PWC in Japan. 
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Figure 4.1. NAVFAC Organization 
The forthcoming section will discuss the organization and operations of 
the ROICC office the responsibilities of the Project Manger, Contract Specialist, 
and Quality Assurance Representative. 
4.3 ROICC OFFICE 
As previously discussed, the mission of the ROICC office is to execute 
and administer construction, facilities service and A/E design contracts. The 
categories of NAVFAC construction contracts are vast: projects range from 
bachelor quarters to ship piers to ship repair facilities to commercial buildings to 
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residential housing to aviation hangars. Most construction projects are awarded at 
the EFD/A level and the ROICC office is responsible for the field construction 
administration. Construction contract types include design build, firm fixed price, 
cost reimbursement, and negotiated contracts. 
Each ROICC office is unique in some form or another. No two offices 
handle the day to day construction administration functions in the same manner. 
Therefore, the ROICC office organization presented here is general and is typical 
for most offices. The common thread is the responsibilities and duties of the 
ROICC Team. 
The title, ROICC, refers to a CEC officer typically with a U.S. Naval rank 
of Lieutenant Commander or Commander. The ROICC is responsible for the 
overall management of the office and the administration of assigned contracts. 
An EFD/A will delegate contracting authority to the ROICC. As a contracting 
officer (KO), the ROICC has the authority to enter, modify or terminate a contract 
in compliance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation and other applicable 
federal laws. 
The ROICC is supported by a construction administration team of CEC 
officers and civilians. The team consists of: 
Resident Engineer in Charge of Construction (REICC) - a civilian 
engineer designated by the ROICC for technical support and oversight of projects. 
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Assistant Resident Officer in Charge of Construction (AROICC) - a CEC 
officer (junior in rank to the ROICC) designated by the ROICC to administer 
construction contracts. 
Project Manager - also known as the Assistant Resident Engineer in 
Charge of Construction (AREICC), a civilian engineer designated by the ROICC 
to administer construction contracts. 
Contract Specialist - responsible for contract administration that involves 
executing contractual actions. 
Quality Assurance Representative - responsible for quality assurance and 
surveillance of the contractor's work and quality control plan. 
Office Assistants - assist with the contracting paperwork. 
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Figure 4.2. ROICC Office Organization 
It's important to note that ROICC civilian employees are on a pay scale 
known as the General Schedule (GS). The levels, or grades, vary from GS-1 up to 
the highest grade of GS-15. Additionally, each GS grade has ten pay steps based 
on time in service and work performance. The duties and responsibilities of, for 
example, a GS-11 Project Manager are more demanding than a GS-09 Project 
Manager. Also, a GS-11 Project Manager would require little or no supervision 
where a GS-09 may be supervised periodically. Similarly, the level of 
responsibility given to CEC officers is primarily based on rank. 
The issue of civilian seniority and military rank for ROICC Team 
positions is important to remember when comparing workload responsibility to 
industry personnel with equivalent positions and/or responsibilities.   This issue 
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will be addressed in Chapter Nine. The next three sections will provide a general 
overview of construction contracting and explain the duties of the Project 
Manager, Contract Specialist, and Quality Assurance Representative. 
4.3.1 Construction Contracting 
Funds for construction projects are categorized into four areas: (1) Navy 
and Marine Corps Operation and Maintenance (O&M) (2) Other than Navy and 
Marine Corps O&M (3) Nonappropriated and (4) Department of Defense Military 
Construction, also known as MILCON. 
NAVFAC's contracting methods include sealed bidding, negotiation, and 
simplified acquisition procedures (contracts less than $100,000). The Federal 
Acquisition Regulation, or FAR, is a document that provides guidance on 
construction acquisition policies and procedures. Common construction contracts 
include the following types. 
Firm Fixed Price - a contract used when the quantity, quality, and 
delivery time of a project is known. 
Design-Build - a single contractor has complete responsibility for both 
design and construction. 
Solution Order Concept (SOC) - a multiple award, indefinite quantity 
contract for design build services.   Contractors have been selected to the SOC 
program after competing on a "seed" project. 
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Job Order Contract (JOC) - a firm fixed-price, indefinite quantity contract 
which contains a database of priced line items for construction work. The Hne 
items provide a basis for the negotiation of firm fixed-price work orders. 
Multi-Trade Contract - similar to a JOC contract, this is a firm fixed-price, 
indefinite quantity contract which contains priced labor rates and established 
material costs. 
4.3.2 Project Manager 
The Project Manager and AROICC have identical construction 
administration functions. The only difference between the two is a matter of title; 
a Project Manager is a civilian on the GS pay scale whereas the AROICC is a 
CEC officer. 
The Project Manager has limited pre-award duties. He/she may be asked 
to perform a review of a partial or complete design package before a contracting 
strategy is selected. 
Responsibilities of the Project Manager/AROICC are listed below per 
NAVFAC position descriptions: 
• Knowledgeable of the project scope of work by reviewing plans and 
specifications of assigned projects 
• Assure timely completion of projects in accordance with plans and 
specifications 
• Interprets and clarifies intent and purpose of plans and specifications 
• Investigates proposed field conditions requiring change from plans and 
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specifications 
• Determines degree of tolerance to be granted to contractors within 
plans and specifications 
• Approves workmanship and installations 
• Investigates and approves contractor requested delays 
• Works with, coordinates, and maintains public relations between 
representatives of the Government, contractor, and A/E 
• Conducts preliminary and final joint inspections 
4.3.3 Contract Specialist 
The purpose of a Contract Specialist is to perform pre-award and post- 
award contracting services. 
Responsibilities of the Contract Specialist are listed below per NAVFAC 
position descriptions: 
• Coordinates acquisition planning 
• Coordinates   specification   requirements   development   and   issues 
solicitations 
• Evaluates responses to solicitations 
• Negotiates prices, terms and conditions 
• Prepares price negotiation memoranda 
• Processes both pre and post award protests 
• Prepares award documentation 
• Serves as a KO (Contracting Officer) 
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4.3.4 Quality Assurance Representative 
The Quality Assurance Representative, also known as the CONREP (for 
Construction Representative), is responsible for quality assurance and 
surveillance of the contractor's work and quality control plan. 
Responsibilities of the Quality Assurance Representative are listed below 
per NAVFAC position descriptions: 
• Is cognizant of the contract plans and specifications 
• Studies and monitors the contractor's Quality Control Plan 
• Maintains surveillance over work of contractors to assure work is in 
accordance with the contract plans and specifications and the 
contractor's Quality Control Plan 
• Renders advice and support to the Project Manager on problems 
encountered 
• Determines degree of tolerance granted to contractors within the intent 
of contract plans and specifications 
• Investigates and provides recommendations to the Project Manager for 
delays requested by contractors 
• Enforces compliance with safety regulations specified in the contract 
plans and specifications 
• Conducts preliminary and final joint inspections of construction work 
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4.3.5 Qualifications 
Table 4.1 presents NAVFAC's required qualifications for the Project 
Manager/AROICC, Contract Specialist and Quality Assurance Representative. 
Civilian grades noted represent a mid-level position within the GS pay scale. 
Table 4.1. Qualifications for NAVFAC ROICC Team 
Description 
Position 





Representative (Grade GS-4) 
Education 
Experience 
Licenses, Certificates or 
Registrations 
BS degree in Professional 
Engineering or combination of 
education and experience 




Bachelor's degree w/ a major 
in any field or at least 24 
semester hours in any 
combination of specific fields 
1 year equivalent experience 
as GS-5 and 1 year as GS-7 
None 
High school diploma or 
equivalent and 2 years of 
courses above high school 
related to the occupation 




NAVFAC is responsible for the planning, design, and construction of shore 
facilities for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps Team. The ROICC office is 
NAVFAC's field office responsible for administering construction contracts. The 
ROICC is a CEC officer responsible for the overall management of the office and 
the administration of assigned contracts. He/she is supported by a construction 
administration team of CEC officers and civilians. ROICC Team member 
responsibilities were discussed and will serve as the basis for finding industry 
personnel with equivalent positions and/or similar responsibilities. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SYSTEM 
This chapter provides an overview of the University of Texas System, 
discusses the role and organization of the Office of Facilities Planning and 
Construction (OFPC), and identifies OFPC staff with equivalent positions and/or 
responsibilities to NAVFAC's ROICC Team. 
5.1 HISTORY AND MISSION 
The University of Texas was founded in Austin, Texas in late 1883. The 
University originated from the Congress of the Republic of Texas via an act in 
1839 to locate and set aside a site for a university. Subsequent acts allocated over 
231,000 acres of land and $100,000 in United States bonds for the establishment 
of two universities. As a result of Texas' secession and the Civil War, funds were 
diverted to the needs of the state and weren't repaid until 1883. 
The first year faculty composed of eight professors and enrollment was 
221 students. The University occupied 40 acres near the state capitol. After the 
first year of World War I, enrollment increased to over 4,000 students and 
continued to increase to over 15,000 students after World War U. By the 1970's, 
the University enrolled over 30,000 students and consisted of 1,800 faculty 
members with eight colleges and four schools on the main university and four 
campus branches. The Sixtieth Texas Legislature officially changed the name of 
the main university to The University of Texas at Austin in 1967.  By 1984, the 
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University had eight colleges and seven schools which offered more than 100 
undergraduate degree programs and 170 graduate degree programs. 
The U.T. System currently has nine universities in the following Texas 
cities: Arlington, Austin (main campus), Brownsville, Dallas, El Paso, McAllen, 
Odessa, San Antonio, and Tyler. The System also includes six health institutions 
with four medical, two dental and nine nursing schools. Assets in buildings and 
lands total over $22 billion. For the entire University System in the fall of 2002, 
there were more than 169,000 students and 87,000 faculty and staff (The 
University of Texas at Austin). 
5.2 ORGANIZATION 
The University of Texas (U.T.) System administration is based in Austin, 
Texas. Rules and regulations are established by the Board of Regents, a nine 
member committee appointed by the Texas Governor and approved by the Texas 
Senate. The Chancellor, the Chief Executive Officer of the U.T. System, reports 
to the Board of Regents and is ultimately responsible for all U.T. System 
operations. 
The Chancellor is supported by Administrative Officers each responsible 
for a specific area. The areas include: 
• Health Affairs 






Development and External Relations 
Federal Relations 
Educational System Alignment 
Community Relations 
Investment Management Company 
The delivery of capital construction and renovation projects fall under the 
responsibility of the Office of Facilities Planning and Construction (OFPC). 
OFPC is headed by the Assistant Vice Chancellor for Facilities Planning and 
Construction who reports to the Chancellor through the Executive Vice 
Chancellor of Business Affairs. 
Figure 5.1 presents an organization chart of the U.T. System. 
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Board of Directors 
Investment Managenient 
Company 
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1 
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Figure 5.1. U.T. System Organization 
5.3 OFFICE OF FINANCIAL PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION 
The Office of Financial Planning and Construction (OFPC) is responsible 
for the delivery of capital construction projects for the U.T. System. The Capital 
Improvement Program (CIP) is System's six-year projection of major 
repair/rehabilitation and new construction projects. Major repair/rehabilitation 
projects are defined as projects with costs exceeding $2 million.   Major new 
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construction projects are defined as projects with costs exceeding $1 million. CIP 
project funds are approved and appropriated by the Board of Regents. 
5.3.1 CIP Process 
The process for a CIP project begins with the need for major repair or 
construction from an institution within the U.T. System. OFPC provides the 
institution with a Project Planning Form to describe, justify, and identify funding 
sources. The planning form is then forwarded to the Offices of Academic 
Affairs and Health Affairs where it is further evaluated and reviewed. If 
refinements are made to the plan, OFPC will return the plan to the institution for 
final review and approval. The plan is then forwarded to the Executive Vice 
Chancellor of Business Affairs and the Chancellor and is proposed to the Board of 
Regents. For every project approved by the Board of Regents and adopted in the 
CIP, three percent of the anticipated total project cost is allowed for programming 
and design development. New construction projects that are architecturally 
significant are later presented to the Board of Regents for design approval and the 
request for appropriation of funds. New construction projects financed with 
tuition bonds are further reviewed and approved by the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board. The OFPC staff continues to manage the project through 
completion, turnover and warranty work. The CIP program for 2002 through 
2007 is valued at over $3.7 billion (The University of Texas at Austin). 
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5.3.2 Organization 
The Assistant Vice Chancellor for Facilities Planning and Construction is 
responsible for the management and operations of OFPC. There are three 
divisions below the Assistant Vice Chancellor: Project Management Division, 
Administration Division, and Engineering Division. The Project Management 
Division is divided into five regions and is responsible for construction 
administration. The regions include Austin, Houston, NorthAVest Texas, 
Galveston/Tyler, and South Texas. Figure 5.2 presents the organization of OFPC. 
Assitant Vice Chancellor 
for Facilities Planning and 
Construction I 
Associate Director for 
Administration 1 
Assistant Director for 
Project Contro is 
Contract Manager 














Associate Director for 
Engineering 
Associate Director for Facilities 
Management I 
Figure 5.2. OFPC Organization 
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Each region within the Project Management Division contains the 
following construction administration personnel. The responsibilities of each 
individual are described per OFPC's General Project Delivery Process Guidelines 
& Reference Manual. 
Senior Project Manager - provides guidance and management of CIP 
projects to U.T. System institutions. Supports pre-project planning activities and 
design processes as managed by the Project Manager. Provides support to the 
Resident Construction Manager and Construction Inspector. 
Project Manager - supports the Senior Project Manager with project 
coordination, pre-project planning activities, supervise contract administration 
activities and provides support to the Resident Construction Manager and 
Construction Inspector during construction activities. For competitive sealed 
proposal projects, the Project Manager handles all management during the design 
phase and turns over management to the Resident Construction Manager after the 
notice to proceed. 
Resident Construction Manager - responsible for field construction 
administration: monitor construction schedule, project costs, and manage the 
change order process. Has the authority to authorize changes to contracts up to 
$100,000 for any event or accumulation of events. The Project Manager, when 
acting in the capacity of the Resident Construction Manager, has the same 
contracting authority for contract changes. 
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Construction Inspector - inspect contractor work for compliance with 
project plans and specifications, review and approve monthly contractor invoices, 
review project submittals, coordinate material testing and support in change order 
negotiations. Has the authority to authorize changes to contracts up to $5,000 per 
event. 
Contract Manager - responsible for contract advertising, contractor 
selection process; monthly status reports; approves contractor certificates for 
payment; maintains current and historical records of contract and cost data for all 
projects; and coordinates insurance certificate requirements with contractors and 
insurance providers, construction agreements, bonds, and insurance prior to final 
execution. The contract manager is a member of the Administration Division and 
is the only individual within OFPC uhimately responsible for post-award 
construction contract actions. 
5.4 ROICC TEAM EQUIVALEINTS 
The organization of OFPC's Project Management Division regions is 
analogous to the organization of NAVFAC's ROICC offices. ROICC Team 
equivalents were identified after discussions with the OFPC Assistant Vice 
Chancellor and review of OFPC's process guidelines. 
• The Resident Construction Manager is the equivalent field 
representative to NAVFAC's Project Manager. Both individuals have 
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the similar responsibilities within their respective organizations with 
only minor differences. 
• The Contract Manager and Project Manager are the equivalent field 
representatives to NAVFAC's Contact Specialist. Per the Assistant 
Vice Chancellor, approximately ten percent of the Project Manager's 
time is devoted to pre-award construction duties equivalent to the 
duties of NAVFAC's Contract Specialist. 
• The Construction Inspector is the equivalent field representative to 
NAVFAC's Quality Assurance Representative. 
5.4.1 Qualifications 
Table 5.1 presents U.T. System's required qualifications for the Resident 
Construction Manager, Contract Manager and Construction Inspector. 











BS degree in 
Arctiitecture or 
Engineering 




BS degree in 
Arctiitecture or 
Engineering 
>5 years project 
management experience 
None 
BS degree in 
Arctiitecture or 
Engineering 






Higti school diploma or 
GED equivalent 






The University of Texas System is headquartered in Austin, Texas and is 
composed of nine universities and six health institutions. Total building and land 
assets of the U.T. System total over $22 billion. The Office of Facilities Planning 
and Construction is responsible for the delivery of capital construction projects 
for the U.T. System. OFPC reports to the Chancellor via the Executive Vice 
Chancellor of Business Affairs. 
The Capital Improvement Program is the System's six-year projection of 
major repair/rehabilitation and new construction projects. Major 
repair/rehabilitation projects and construction projects are defined as projects with 
costs exceeding $2 million and $1 million, respectively. 
OFPC's Resident Construction Manager and Construction Inspector were 
identified as the equivalents to NAVFAC's Project Manager and Quality 
Assurance Representative, respectively. OFPC's Contract Manager, Senior 
Project Manager, Project Manager, Resident Construction Manager and 
Construction Inspector collectively shared the pre and post-award responsibilities 
of NAVFAC's Contract Specialist. 
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CHAPTER 6: TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
This chapter provides an overview of the Texas A&M University System, 
discusses the role and organization of the FaciUties Planning & Construction 
(FP&C) Department and identifies FP&C staff with equivalent positions and/or 
responsibilities to NAVFAC's ROICC Team. 
6.1 HISTORY AND MISSION 
Texas A&M University was established in 1876 as the Agricultural and 
Mechanical College of Texas and was the state's first public institution of higher 
education. In addition to the more than 231,000 acres allocated under an act of 
the Congress of the Republic of Texas in 1839, the 1862 Morrill Act donated an 
additional one million acres of state land for the development of one or more state 
universities. The Morrill Act stated "... the leading object shall be... to teach such 
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts" (The 
Texas State Historical Association, p. 1). Since no public land was available for 
donation in Texas, the act allowed for Texas to receive and sell 180,000 acres of 
land in Colorado. Sales of the land totaled $156,000 and the state legislature 
approved a bill for the appropriation of $75,000 towards the establishment of the 
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College in 1871. A site was located near 
Bryan, Texas where the local citizens donated an additional 2,000 acres of land. 
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The all-male military college opened in October 1876 with six faculty 
members and 106 students. Participation in the Corps of Cadets was mandatory. 
The University of Texas opened in Austin in 1893 and the two schools battled for 
minimal state funding. However, by 1910, the institution expanded its curriculum 
to eight degree programs due to the influence of a former governor residing as the 
school's president. 
During World War I, the institution saw half of its graduates in military 
service with more than 1,200 commissioned officers. A graduate school was 
structured in 1924 and a doctorate program was established in 1936. Oil was 
discovered on school grounds in 1931 and the College negotiated to receive a 
third of the revenues. The revenues allowed for growth and increased enrollment 
during the difficult years of the Great Depression. During World War H, some 
20,000 former students served in the war. 
A bill was approved by the Texas Legislature in 1963 changing the name 
from the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas to Texas A«&;M 
University. "A&M" would signify the University's history and no longer 
represent "agricultural and mechanical". In that same year, women were 
officially admitted to the University. Student enrollment continued to increase 
and in 2000, Texas A&M University was the fourth largest university in the 
nation. 
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The Texas A&M University (TAMU) System consists of nine universities 
in the following Texas cities and towns: College Station, Galveston, Prairie View, 
Stephenville, Killeen, Commerce, Canyon, Kingsville, San Antonio, Corpus 
Christi, Laredo, and Texarkana. The TAMU System also includes eight state 
agencies and a health science center. The main campus in College Station is 
home to College of Veterinary Medicine, the University Health Science Center 
College of Medicine, and the George Bush Presidential Library. 
6.2 ORGANIZATION 
The TAMU System administration is based in College Station, Texas. Rules 
and regulations are established by the Board of Regents. The Chancellor, the 
Chief Executive Officer of TAMU System, reports to the Board of Regents and is 
ultimately responsible for all TAAIU System operations. 
The Chancellor is supported by the Deputy Chancellor and Administrative 
Officers in the following operational areas: 
• Administration 
• Academic and Student Affairs 
• Agriculture 
• Engineering 
• Health Affairs 
• Campus Branches - Presidents 
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• Business Services 
• Research and Federal Relations 
• Facilities Planning and Construction 
The Facilities Planning and Construction Department is responsible for the 
delivery of capital construction and renovation projects. The FP&C Executive 
Director reports to the Chancellor via the Deputy Chancellor. 
An organization chart of the TAMU System is presented in Figure 6.1. 
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and Federal Relations 
Figure 6.1. TAMU System Organization 
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6,3 FACELITIES PLANNING «& CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT 
The Facilities Planning and Construction (FP«&;C) Department is responsible for 
the delivery of capital construction projects for the TAAdU System. Major 
renovation projects are defined as projects with costs exceeding $2 million. 
Major new construction projects are defined as projects with costs exceeding $1 
million. 
6.3.1 Capital Project Program 
An institution within the TAMU System will develop a Program of 
Requirements (POR) starting the process for a capital project. With assistance 
from FPifeC staff, a POR will provide a detailed scope, cost estimate, and 
projected schedule. During the POR development process, funding sources are 
identified and A/E firms are considered for the design. The POR is then 
presented to the Board of Regents for approval. Once approved, a project budget 
is established by the Board of Regents and a preliminary design with costs is 
developed by an A/E firm. If the A/E's estimated costs exceed the limit, 
additional funding must be identified by the institution and approval must be 
granted by the Board to increase the project budget or the A/E will redesign the 
project for costs to fall under the project cost limit. The process continues with 
team design reviews and approval is obtained from the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board.      The FP&C staff is then responsible for selecting the 
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appropriate contracting vehicle and bids are solicited from contractors and the 
contract is awarded. 
6.3.2 Organization 
The FP&C Department is headed by the Executive Director who reports 
directly to the Deputy Chancellor. The Executive Director is supported by an 
Associate Executive Director and three divisions: Administration Division, 
Planning Division, and Construction Division. The FP«&;C main office is located 
in College Station and a branch office is located in Corpus Christi which oversees 
construction in south Texas: Corpus Christi, Kingsville and Laredo. The 
Construction Division is responsible for the construction administration of capital 
projects. Figure 6.2 presents the organization of the FP&C Department. 
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Figure 6.2. FP&C Organization 
The Construction Division includes the following personnel. The 
responsibilities of each individual are described per the TAMU System position 
descriptions. 
Director, Construction Division - supervises and manages the inspection, 
contract administration, and funding disbursement for all construction projects; 
maintains departmental staffing for current and projected workload and prepares 
the annual division operating budget; reviews, negotiates, and approves contract 
changes (up to $10,000); and approves contractor invoices. 
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Construction Project Manager - supervises and manages the construction 
contract. Attends preliminary and detailed design review meetings for new 
construction projects; conducts pre-construction conferences; conducts or attends 
regularly scheduled project meetings; reviews and makes contract changes (up to 
$5,000); coordinates and interprets project plans and specifications; and 
coordinates schedule and conducts final inspections. 
Construction Inspector - inspects all material, equipment, and 
construction activities; maintains a daily journal of construction activities, 
decisions, and meetings; verifies and records additional work done; ensures 
material testing is accomplished in accordance with the contract plans and 
specifications; reviews contractor's cost proposal for additional work and 
approves contract changes (up to $2,000); monitors contractor's safety standards 
and methods; and ensures construction is performed in conformance to the project 
plans and specifications. 
6.4 ROICC TEAM EQUIVALENTS 
As found with the U.T. System's OFPC, the organization of FP«feC's 
Construction Division is also analogous to the organization of NAVFAC's 
ROICC offices. 
• The Construction Project Manager is the equivalent field 
representative to NAVFAC's Project Manager. Both individuals have 
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the similar responsibilities within their respective organizations with 
only minor differences. 
•    The Construction Inspector is the equivalent field representative to 
NAVFAC's Quality Assurance Representative. 
After discussions with FP&C's Executive Director, it was revealed that 
the pre-award procurement responsibilities equivalent to NAVFAC's Contract 
Specialists were accomplished by the Architectural Project Managers located in 
FP&C's Planning Division. Additionally, the post-award contract functions were 
shared by the following FP&C individuals: Construction Inspector (contract 
actions up to $2,000), Project Consti'uction Manager (contract actions up $5,000), 
Construction Division Director (contract actions up $10,000) and the Executive 
Director (contract actions over $10,000). 
6.4.1 Qualiflcations 
Table 6.1 presents TAMU System's required qualifications for the 
Construction Project Manager, Construction Division Director, Architectural 
Project Manager and Construction Inspector. As discussed in the previous 
section, the pre and post-award responsibilities of NAVFAC's Contract Specialist 
are shared by the Executive Director, Planning Division Architectural Project 
Manager and Construction Division Director, Construction Project Manager and 
Construction Inspector. 
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BS degree in 
Architecture or 
Engineering 
>10 years in construction 





BS in Construction 
Mgmt, Engineering or 
Arctiitecture 






Bactielor's Degree in 
Arctiitecture or 
equivalent training and 
experience 
>10 years in design and 
construction including >3 
years as Project 
Manager 
Registration as 
Professional Arctiitect in 
Texas Required 
Bactielor's Degree in 
Arctiitecture, 
Engineering or Building 
Construction 




The TAMU System is headquartered in College Station, Texas and is 
composed of nine universities throughout Texas including eight state agencies and 
a science health center. The Facilities Planning and Construction Department is 
responsible for the delivery of capital construction projects and reports to the 
Chancellor via the Deputy Chancellor. 
The Capital Project Program is the System's program for major 
repair/rehabilitation and new construction projects. Major repair/rehabilitation 
projects and construction projects are defined as projects with costs exceeding $2 
million and $1 million, respectively. 
FPifeC's Construction Project Manager and Construction Inspector were 
identified as the equivalents to NAVFAC's Project Manager and Quality 
Assurance Representative, respectively.   FP&C's Executive Director, Planning 
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Division Architectural Project Manager, Construction Division Director, 
Construction Manager and Construction Inspector collectively shared the pre and 
post-award responsibilities of NAVFAC's Contract Specialist. 
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CHAPTER 7: THE DUPONT COMPANY 
This chapter provides an overview of the DuPont Company, discusses the 
role and organization of the Facilities Construction and Support (FC&S) 
Department, and identifies FC&S staff with equivalent positions and/or 
responsibilities to NAVFAC's ROICC Team. 
7.1 HISTORY AND MISSION 
The DuPont Company was established as a black powder explosives 
company in 1802 by EJ. du Pont. The company quickly established itself as a 
quality powder manufacturer and grew rapidly. Three DuPont cousins purchased 
the company in 1902 to avoid the selling of the company to a competitor. In 
1903, DuPont established the Experimental Station, an independent research 
laboratory pioneering industrial research. DuPont's commitment to research 
would lead to improvements in nitrocellulose-based synthetics and eventually a 
manufacturer of chemicals and materials. 
World War I transformed the company into an industry giant as it supplied 
the Allies with 40 percent of the total explosives requested. Furthermore, 
Germany was the U.S.'s largest supplier of dyes prior to the war. The shortage of 
dye affected money printing and DuPont tackled the task of manufacturing 
synthetic dyes with great success. 
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With the acquisitions of smaller companies, DuPont added six new 
industrial departments by the 1930's. Rayon and cellophane are examples of 
products developed by the new departments. Cellophane was marketed with 
apparel and packaging and was very successful with the American consumers. 
Polymer science and technology also flourished and DuPont was responsible for 
the discovery of neoprene (synthetic rubber) and nylon. In 1935, DuPont penned 
the slogan, "Better things for better living through chemistry". 
The U.S. government again relied on DuPont in World War n to substitute 
plastics for heavier materials. In 1938, Teflon was discovered and used in many 
military applications. The government also asked DuPont to design, construct, 
and operate a plant to produce plutonium. A plutonium device was detonated in 
the New Mexico desert in July 1945 and several weeks later the war ended with 
the dropping of two atomic bombs in Japan. DuPont left the nuclear business and 
wasn't involved again until the Cold War. 
Through the late century, DuPont's continued research commitment 
developed further irmovative products including: Lycra spandex fiber, Dacron 
polyester fiber, Kevlar brand fiber, Nomex fire-retardant material, Corian solid 
surface, Tyvek protective material, and Cordura textile fibers. 
DuPont currently has more than 79,000 employees in 70 countries 
worldwide.     DuPont owns  135  manufacturing/processing facilities  and 40 
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research/development/customer service labs.  In 2002, revenues totaled over $24 
billion (E. I. du Pont du Nemours and Company). 
7.2 ORGANIZATION 
Repeated in corporate literature and websites, "DuPont is a science 
company" and the company is structured for market growth through core business 
areas. DuPont was recently ranked as the 70* largest U.S. industrial/service 
corporation by Fortune 500 (E. I. du Pont du Nemours and Company). DuPont's 
organization is complex and a thorough explanation would require a number of 
pages and figures. This section will provide a general overview of DuPont's 
organization and will identify the department responsible for construction 
administration of its manufacturing and process facilities, the Facilities 
Construction and Support Department. 
DuPont is headquartered in Wilmington, Delaware. Six business areas 
report to the corporate office: 
• Electronic and Communication Technologies 
• Performance Materials 
• Coatings and Color Technologies 
• Safety and Protection 
• Agriculture and Nutrition 
• Textiles and Interiors 
The business areas utilize the Global Services group for business, legal, 
and consulting services. Global Services is composed of six areas: Asset 
Productivity Processes, Consulting Solutions, Value Chain Processes, Business 
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Services, Legal Services, and People Managing Processes. Under the Business 
Services group is DuPont Capital Asset Productivity (DuCap). DuCap is 
responsible for all capital project planning and execution. 
The Facilities Construction and Support Department is a subdivision of 
DuCap and is responsible for the construction administration of DuPont's 
manufacturing/process facilities construction projects. A DuPont Company 
organization chart is presented in Figure 7.1. 
Figure 7.1. DuPont Company Organization Chart 
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7.3 FACmiTIES CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPORT DEPARTMENT 
The Facilities Construction and Support (FC&S) Department is 
made up of engineers, consultants, safety professionals, and business personnel 
consisting of approximately 70 DuPont employees (also known as DuPonters) and 
50 contracted support professionals from Washington Group International (WGI). 
The FC&S group provides support to DuPont businesses in construction and 
support contracting, project front-end loading (pre-project planning), craft 
technology, infrastructure maintenance, fleet management, and labor relations. 
This section will focus on the construction administration functions of the 
DuPonters within the FC&S Department. 
7.3.1 Organization 
A FC&S construction management team may be lead by one or all of the 
following individuals depending on the size and complexity of the project. The 
responsibilities of each individual are described per Dupont FC&S position 
descriptions. 
Resident Manager - 15 plus years of construction experience, manages 
multiple projects totaling up to $150 million, may be assigned to a large, single 
and foreign project up to $100 million, and reports to a Regional Construction 
Manager. 
Project Engineer - 10 to 15 years of construction experience, manages 
multiple projects up to $100 million, and reports to the Resident Manager. 
FC&S Engineer - 5 to 10 years of construction experience, manages 
multiple projects up to $30 million, and reports to the Resident Manager. 
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The Resident Manager, Project Engineer, and FC&S Engineer are 
essentially responsible for the same construction administration duties - project 
scheduling, cost, safety, productivity, and quality. 
The team of construction managers relies on the following FC&S team 
members for support. 
Business Services Consultant - provides financial, administrative, and 
internal controls support to the Project Engineer at the project site. Duties include 
the development of the site operating budget, reporting monthly expenditures, 
contract administration, reviewing/approving site contractor progress payments, 
and training and assistance to the Construction Management Contractor. 
Depending on the level of experience, a Business Service Consultant is classified 
as an Analyst or Specialist. Business Services Consultants have regional 
responsibility and frequent the project site routinely or on an as needed basis. 
FC&S Craft Consultant - provides technical expertise in design, safety, 
front-end loading, contracting, field support, quality, standards and technology. 
The Craft Consultants are classified into three disciplinary areas: 
Electrical/Instrumentation, Pipe/Mechanical, and Civil/Structural. The Craft 
Consultant plays a major role in the contractor's quality and may establish an 
inspection program. Craft Consultants have regional responsibility and frequent 
the project site routinely or on an as needed basis. 
Safety Consultant - responsible for auditing site safety policies established 
by the Construction Management Contractor and construction contractor. Assists 
in the development of site safety skills and safety programs. 
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DuPont contracts for construction administration support with an 
Engineering and Procurement including Construction Management (EPCM) 
Contractor. The EPCM Contractor is utiHzed by DuPont on a majority of capital 
construction projects and the EPCM staff work under the direction of the FC&S 
Resident Manager for construction administration duties including costs, 
scheduling, safety, quality assurance, contractor change requests, and contractor 
invoices. 




Project Engineer FC&S Engineer 
Safety Consultant Business Services Consultant Craft Consultants 
Figure 7.2, FC«&S Organization Chart 
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7,4 ROICC TEAM EQUIVALENTS 
Construction administration of the FC&S Department is focused on the 
construction of manufacturing/process facihties. FC&S staff does not manage 
conventional construction projects (i.e. commercial buildings and housing 
projects). The author interviewed a senior DuPont Resident Manager and 
reviewed FC&S documents detailing the project processes and staff duties. With 
input from the DuPont Resident Manager, the following FC&S individuals had 
similar construction administration responsibilities as the ROICC Team. 
• The Resident Manager, Project Engineer, and FC&S Engineer are 
equivalent to NAVFAC's Project Manager. 
• A Business  Service  Consultant  is   equivalent  to  NAVFAC's 
Contract Specialist. 
No individuals within the FC&S Department have similar construction 
administration responsibilities as NAVFAC's Quality Assurance Representative. 
The FC&S Craft Consultants supervise the contractor's quality and may establish 
an inspection program. However, the responsibilities of NAVFAC's Quality 
Assurance Representative are found with individuals within the EPCM Contractor 
contracted by DuPont for construction administration. 
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7.4.1 Qualifications 
Table 7.1 presents DuPont's required qualifications for the Resident 
Manger/Project Engineer/FC&S Engineer, Business Service Consultant and 
Quality Craft Consultant. 
Table 7.1. DuPont Qualifications for NAVFAC Equivalents 
Description 
Position 
Resident l\/Ianager''', Project 
Engineer *'and FC&S 
Engineer '^' 
Business Services Specialist 
(Bus. Controls and Solutions) Quality Craft Consultant 
Education 
Experience 
Licenses, Certificates or 
Registrations 
BS or IVIS degree 
>15 years <"/10-15 years'^' 
5-10 years *^' of construction 
experience 
None 
BS degree in administrative, 
industrial, financial mgmt, 
business administration 





craft functions, leading others, 
study and observation 
None 
7.5 SUMMARY 
DuPont is a science company and owns 135 manufacturing/processing 
facilities and 40 research labs worldwide. DuPont is structured for market growth 
through six core business areas: Electronic and Communication Technologies, 
Performance Materials, Coatings and Color Technologies, Safety and Protection, 
Agriculture and Nutrition and Textiles and Interiors. 
The FC&S Department is responsible for the construction administration 
of DuPont's manufacturing/process facility construction projects and is 
composed of approximately 70 DuPonters. 
The Resident Manager, Project Engineer, and FC&S Engineer were 
identified as FC&S individuals With equivalent positions as NAVFACs Project 
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Manager. The Business Service Consultant was identified as the equivalent 
position of NAVFAC's Contract Specialist. The responsibilities of NAVFAC's 
Quality Assurance Representative were not found within the FC&S Department 
but with individuals belonging to the EPCM Contractor. The EPCM Contractor is 
contracted by DuPont to support the FC&S Department with construction 
administration of manufacturing/process facility projects. 
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CHAPTER 8: DATA PRESENTATION 
This chapter presents essential assumptions required from each owner 
organization for successful apples to apples comparison of workload 
responsibility between the ROICC Team and industry equivalents. Subsequently, 
staff quantities and construction WIP data is presented from NAVFAC, The U.T. 
System, TAMU System, and the DuPont Company during the study period. 
8.1 NAVFAC 
NAVFAC Type I construction WIP dollars and staffing numbers were 
extracted from eight spreadsheets consisting of accumulated NFOR data. Each 
spreadsheet represents NFOR data from a specific reporting period. The 
following reporting periods were reviewed for this study. 
• FY 2000: March 2000, June 2000, and September 2000 
• FY 2001: November 2000, January 2001, and July 2001 
• FY 2002: January 2001 and July 2001 
Refer to Appendix A for NFOR spreadsheets. 
61 of NAVFAC's 90 ROICC offices are located within the continental U.S. 
(CONUS). Therefore, data has been categorized into two groups: "NAVFAC" 
and "NAVFAC CONUS". The "NAVFAC" group includes data from all 90 
ROICC offices whereas the "NAVFAC CONUS" group only consists of data 
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from CONUS ROICC offices.   ROICC offices located outside the continental 
U.S. are referred to as OCONUS ROICC offices. 
8.1.1 Assumptions 
• The Project Manager and AROICC have identical construction 
administration functions within the ROICC office. Therefore, the quantity 
of NAVFAC Project Managers will include the cumulative total of 
AROICC's (NFOR code: "Military") and civilian Project Managers. 
• The NFOR spreadsheets in Appendix A report total quantities for each 
position. The reports do not provide a breakdown of rank for CEC 
officers or grade level for civilian positions. A 15% reduction was applied 
to the annual "Military" quantities. This reduction removed senior CEC 
officers, more specifically ROICC's, from the NAVFAC totals to obtain 
an accurate estimate of AROICC's. 
• The annual quantities for "K" personnel, provided in Appendix A, were 
reduced by 75% to account for various the contract types administered by 
Contract Specialists. 25% of total Contract Specialists was used to obtain 
an approximate quantity of Contract Specialists responsible for Type I 
construction contracts. This estimate was derived after consulting with a 
senior NAVFAC REICC. 
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8.1.2 Data 
Table 8.1 presents "NAVFAC" Type I constmction WIP and staffing data 
during FY 2000 through FY 2002. "Military" is a NFOR code and refers to Civil 
Engineer Corps Officers (CEC) assigned to ROICC offices. NFOR position 
codes "PM", "K", and "QA" represent civilian Project Managers, Contract 
Specialists and Quality Assurance Representatives, respectively. 
Table 8.1. NAVFAC Data for FY 2000 through FY 2002 
Staffing 
FY WIP (Type 1, $M) Military PM K QA Total 
00 3068.333 203 271 84 432 990 
01 3063.333 202 249 89 440 980 
02 3082.500 216 243 98 415 970 
Mean 3071.389 207 254 90 429 980 
Std Dev 9.942 8 15 7 13 10 
For the study period, the construction WIP mean for "NAVFAC" was 
approximately $3,071 million with a standard deviation of approximately $10 
million. The mean total staff quantity observed was 980. The mean quantity of 
CEC officers. Project Managers, Contract Specialists and Quality Assurance 
Representatives was 207, 254, 90 and 429, respectively. 
Table 8.2 presents "NAVFAC CONUS" construction WIP and staffing 
during FY 2000 through FY 2002. 
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Table 8.2. NAVFAC CONUS Data for FY 2000 through FY 2002 
Staffing 
FY WIP (Type 1, $M) Military PM K QA Total 
00 2294.627 154 206 62 298 720 
01 2260.893 152 186 63 306 707 
02 2251.220 162 176 69 279 686 
Mean 2268.913 156 189 65 294 704 
Std Dev 22.788 5 15 4 14 17 
For the study period, the "NAVFAC CONUS" WIP mean was 
approximately $2,269 million with a standard deviation of approximately $23 
million. The mean total staff quantity observed was 740. The mean quantity of 
CEC officers, Project Managers, Contract Specialists and Quality Assurance 
Representatives was 156, 189, 65 and 294, respectively. 
In comparing triennial numbers between "NAVFAC" and "NAVFAC 
CONUS", it was noted that OCONUS ROICC offices accounted for 
approximately $800 million (26%) of NAVFAC's $3,071 million Type I 
construction WIP. Taking into account the assumption of Type I Contract 
Specialists as previously stated, OCONUS ROICC offices accounted for 
approximately 28% of NAVFAC's Project Managers, Contract Specialists, and 
Quality Assurance Representatives. 
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8.2 THE U.T. SYSTEM 
The Assistant Vice Chancellor for Facilities Planning and Construction 
provided two OFPC spreadsheets for review: (1) an department analysis 
spreadsheet from FY 98 through FY 03 containing the history of staffing (based 
on budgeted and filled full time equivalents), budget (projected and actual), and 
activity (total dollars processed, active projects, and Capital Improvement Plan 
projects) and (2) a budget/staffing history spreadsheet from FY 98 through FY 03 
detailing the number of OFPC positions budgeted, filled, and contracted. 
Additionally, the Vice Chancellor allowed the author to review OFPC's General 
Project Delivery Process Guidelines and Reference Manual. Refer to Appendix C 
for OFPC information and data. 
8.2.1 Assumptions 
• The Assistant Vice Chancellor of Facilities and Construction 
recommended reducing OFPC's total processed dollars by 30% to achieve 
an accurate estimate of construction WIP dollars. 
• With respect to construction contracts only, the pre and post-award 
contractual duties (duties similar to NAVFAC's Contract Specialist) of the 
Senior Project Manager, Resident Construction Manager and Construction 
Inspector were minor and will be ignored. 
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• Annual staff quantities for Project Managers will be reduced to 10% and 
will be included with the annual quantity for the Contract Manager. The 
annual quantity of Project Managers during the study period was 20 and 
was assumed constant; therefore, a total of three Contract Managers 
worked for OFPC during the study period. 
8.2.2 Data 
Table 8.3 presents OFPC construction WIP and staffing data for FY 2000 
through FY 2002. "RCM' and "CI" represent the Resident Construction 
Managers and Construction Inspectors, respectively. "CM" represents the 
collective total of the Contract Manger and Project Managers. 







WIP ($M) RCM CM CI Total 
00 290.000 203.000 11 3 18 32 
01 320.000 224.000 11 3 18 32 
02 360.000 252.000 14 3 20 37 
Mean 323.333 226.333 12 3 19 32 
Std Dev 35.119 24.583 2 0 1 3 
For the study period, the construction WIP mean was approximately $226 
million with a standard deviation of $25 million. The mean total staff quantity 
observed was 32. The mean quantity of Resident Construction Managers, 
Contract Managers and Construction Inspectors was 12, 3 and 19, respectively. 
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8.3 TAMU SYSTEM 
The Executive Director of the Department of FP&C offered numerous 
documents detailing contract processes and staff position descriptions for review. 
The handouts consisted of a FP&C overview, organization charts. Capital Project 
Planning information, construction expenditures from FY 98 through FY 2002, 
and department position descriptions/qualifications. Refer to Appendix D for 
FP&C information and data. 
8.3.1 Assumptions 
• The Executive Director of FP&C Department recommended reducing the 
department's total processed dollars by 25% for an accurate estimate of 
construction WIP dollars. 
• With respect to construction contracts only, the pre and post-award 
contractual duties (duties similar to NAVFAC's Contract Specialist) of the 
Construction Project Manager and Construction Inspector were minor and 
will be ignored. 
• Staff quantities for all positions were constant during the study period. 
8.3.2 Data 
Table 8.4 presents FP&C Department construction WIP data and staffing data 
for FY 2000 through FY 2002. "CPM" and "CI" represent Construction Project 
Managers and Construction Inspectors, respectively.     "PM'  represents the 
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collective total of Planning Division Project Managers, Construction Division 
Director and the Executive Director. 







WIP ($M) CPM PM Cl Total 
00 118.000 88.500 4 4 11 19 
01 94.000 70.500 4 4 11 19 
02 110.000 82.500 4 4 11 19 
Mean 107.333 80.500 
Std Dev 12.220 9.165 
For the period study period, the construction WIP mean was 
approximately $81 million with a standard deviation of approximately $9 million. 
FPifeC staff quantities were assumed to be constant during the study period. 
8.4 THE DUPONT COMPANY 
A senior DuPont FC«feS Construction Manager was interviewed over the 
phone and provided the following documents for review: organizational structure, 
yearly construction volume, Production Design Basis manual, constructability 
checklists, FC&S scope of work checklists, and department position 
descriptions/qualifications. Refer to Appendix E for FC&S information and data. 
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8.4.1 Assumptions 
• The Construction Manager suggested reducing the project volume dollars 
by 39% to achieve an accurate estimate of construction WIP dollars. 61% 
of the total project volume was derived from the Construction Manager's 
experience with DuPont projects and their typical cost breakdown: 8% for 
indirect field costs, 27% for labor, and 26% for field material. 
Additionally, annual construction volume was provided in calendar years 
and not fiscal years. 
• Costs of foreign projects make up a minute percentage of the annual 
project volume and will be ignored. 
• Annual project volume numbers were reported in calendar years; 
therefore, assume the data is an accurate estimate for fiscal year numbers. 
• Staffing quantities for all positions were constant during the study period. 
8.4.2 Data 
Table 8.5 presents FC«&S Department construction WIP data and staffing 
data for calendar years 2000 through 2002. "RM', "BSC", and "CC" represent 
the Resident Managers, Business Service Consultants and Craft Consultants, 
respectively. 
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WIP {$M) CM BSS QCC Total 
00 1900.000 1159.000 41 21 8 70 
01 1500.000 915.000 41 21 8 70 
02 1400.000 854.000 41 21 8 70 
Mean 1600.000 976.000 
Std Dev 264.575 161.391 
For the study period, the construction WIP mean was approximately $976 
million with a standard deviation of $161 million. As discussed in Chapter 8, 
FC&S Department staff quantities were assumed constant during the study period. 
8.5 SUMMARY 
NAVFAC construction WIP and staffing data was presented during FY 
2000 and FY 2002. NAVFAC data was categorized into two groups: "NAVFAC" 
and "NAVFAC CONUS". The "NAVFAC" group includes data from all 90 
ROICC offices whereas the "NAVFAC CONUS" group only consists of data 
from the 61 CONUS ROICC offices. 
The U.T. System's total processed dollars and staffing data was 
presented during the study period. Total processed dollars were reduced by 30% 
to achieve an approximate estimate comparable to NAVFAC s Type I WIP 
construction. 
TAMU System's total processed dollars and staffing data was presented 
during the study period. Total processed dollars were reduced by 25% to achieve 
an approximate estimate comparable to NAVFAC's Type I WIP construction. 
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The DuPont Company's total project constniction volume and staffing 
data was presented during the study period. Total processed dollars were reduced 
by 39% to achieve an approximate estimate comparable to NAVFAC's Type I 
WIP construction. 
Chapter Nine will compare workload responsibility for each ROICC Team 
individual and compare to equivalent positions The U.T. System, TAMU System 
and The DuPont Company. Assumptions will be necessary for successful apples 
to apples comparison between the owner organizations and will be presented in 
Chapter Nine. 
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CHAPTER 9: QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON 
This chapter presents an analysis and comparison of workload 
responsibility between NAVFAC and the industry owner organizations. The 
analysis is presented and organized consistently with NAVFAC s ROICC Team: 
Project Manager, Contract Specialist, and Quality Assurance Representative. 
9.1 CONSTRUCTION WORKLOAD RESPONSIBILITY 
As discussed in Chapter Three, workload responsibility is defined as: 
Annual Construction Work-in-Place ($) / Quantity of Personnel 
An analysis and comparison of construction workload responsibility is 
now presented for NAVFACs Project Manager, Contract Specialist, and Quality 
Assurance Representative. 
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9.2 PROJECT MANAGER 
Figure 9.1 presents the annual average workload responsibility for 
NAVFAC's Project Manager and industry equivalents (identified in Chapters 
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Figure 9.1. Mean Workload Responsibility for 
NAVFAC Project Manager and Industry Equivalents 
The "NAVFAC" mean and standard deviation for the study period is 
approximately $6.7 million and $0.2 million, respectively.      The "NAVFAC 
CONUS" mean and standard deviation is approximately $6.6 million and $0.2 
million, respectively.  The OCONUS ROICC offices exhibited a relatively small 
influence to the "NAVFAC" totals. 
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The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for the TAMU 
System equivalent was approximately $16.1 million and $1.8 million, 
respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for The U.T. 
System equivalent was approximately $18.9 miUion and $1.3 million, 
respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for The DuPont 
Company equivalent was approximately $27.0 million and $4.5 million, 
respectively. 
NAVFAC Project Managers had the lowest level of workload 
responsibility among all owner organizations. The equivalents from the industry 
organizations were clustered near the $20 million level. NAVFAC's level of 
responsibility can be partially attributed to the rotation of CEC officers in 
AROICC positions. CEC officers have opportunities to transfer to other CEC 
duties in facilities management and the Naval Construction Force (Seabees), to 
name a few, during their naval careers. An AROICC position is not permanent 
and the average tour is approximately two years. Also, it is not uncommon for 
junior CEC officers with little or no construction experience to manage high value 
construction projects. 
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9.3 CONTRACT SPECIALIST 
Figure 9.2 presents the annual average workload responsibility for 
NAVFAC's Contract Specialist and industry equivalents as identified in Chapters 
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Figure 9.2. Mean Workload Responsibility for 
NAVFAC Contract Specialist and Industry Equivalents 
The "NAVFAC" mean and standard deviation for the study period is 
approximately $34.1 million and $2.4 million, respectively. The "NAVFAC 
CONUS" mean and standard deviation is approximately $35.0 million and $2.3 
million, respectively. 
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The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for the TAMU 
System equivalent was approximately $20.1 million and $2.3 million, 
respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for The U.T. 
System equivalent was approximately $75.4 million and $8.2 million, 
respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for The DuPont 
Company equivalent was approximately $45.0 million and $7.4 million, 
respectively. 
The U.T. System Contract Manager had the highest level of responsibility 
with a mean of $75.4 million during the study period. NAVFAC, TAMU System, 
and The DuPont Company were consistent and clustered near the $35 million 
level. The U.T. System places a high level of accountability on its Contract 
Manager to streamline contract processes and is ultimately responsible for all 
post-award contract actions. Although the authority to authorize contract 
changes is delegated to the Resident Construction Manager and the Construction 
Inspector, a final approval and document signature is required from the Contract 
Manager for all contract changes. As stated in Chapter Five, pre-award 
construction duties were shared by the Contract Manager and Project Managers 
and the "Contract Manager" totals presented in Chapter Eight, Section 8.2.1, 
included the annual sum of the Contract Manager and Project Managers. 
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A cursory review of position qualifications in Table 9.1 shows consistency 
among NAVFAC, The U.T. System, and DuPont. TAMU System has the greatest 
requirements for its NAVFAC equivalent. However, the pre and post-award 
contract duties of NAVFAC's Contract Specialists are shared by TAMU's Project 
Manager, Construction Inspector, Project Construction, Construction Division 
Director and the Executive Director. TAMU's Project Manager is also 
responsible for technical and design reviews and coordination with A/E firms. 
Table 9.1. Qualifications for NAVFAC Contract Specialist 
and Industry Equivalents 
Description 
Organization 












Bachelor's degree w/a major 
in any field or at least 24 
semester hours in any 
combination of specific fields* 
1 year equivalent experience 
as GS-5 and 1 year as GS-7 
None 
Contract Manager 
(Project Controls Group) 
BS degree in Architecture or 
Engineering 
>5 years project management 
experience 
None 
Constmction Division Director 
BS in Construction Mgmt, 
Engineering or Architecture 
>15 years experience in 
managing large construction 
programs 
Registration as Professional 
Engineer Preferred 
Business Services Specialist 
(Bus. Controls and Solutions) 
BS degree in administrative, 
industrial, financial mgmt. 
business administration 
2 - 4 years experience 
None 
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9.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE 
Figure 9.3 presents the annual average workload responsibility for 
NAVFAC's Quality Assurance Representative and industry equivalents as 
identified in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. 
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Figure 9.3. Mean Workload Responsibility for NAVFAC Quality Assurance 
Representative and Industry Equivalents 
The "NAVFAC" mean and standard deviation for the study period is 
approximately $7.2 million and $0.2 million, respectively.     The "NAVFAC 
CONUS" mean and standard deviation is approximately $7.7 million and $0.3 
million, respectively. 
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The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for the TAMU 
System equivalent was approximately $7.3 million and $0.8 million, respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for The U.T. 
System equivalent was approximately $12.1 million and $0.7 million, 
respectively. 
As previously stated in Chapter Seven, the DuPont FC&S Department 
does not have an equivalent to NAVFAC's Quality Assurance Representative. 
However, a review of Table 8.5 shows an average responsibility of $112 milhon 
for DuPont's Quality Craft Consultants during the study period. 
The U.T. System Construction Inspector had the highest level of 
responsibility averaging $12 million during the study period. NAVFAC, TAMU 
System, and The DuPont Company were consistently clustered around $7.5 
million. 
A cursory review of Table 9.2 reveals that NAVFAC and the U.T. System 
have similar qualifications for mid-grade Quality Assurance Representatives. 
TAMU System had the highest level of requirements including a Bachelor's 
Degree and more than ten years of construction experience. 
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Table 9.2. Qualifications for NAVFAC Quality Assurance Representative 
and Industry Equivalents 
Description 
Organization 







Licenses, Certificates or 
Registrations 
CONREP (Grade GS-4) 
High scliool diploma or 
equivalent and 2 years of 
courses abo\« high school 
related to the occupation* 




High school diploma or GED 
equivalent 
>5 years experience in 
maintenance and construction 
None 
Constnjction Inspector 
Bachelor's Degree in 
Architecture, Engineering or 
Building Construction 
>10 years in constnjction 
related work 
None 
9.5 TOTAL STAFF 
"Total Staff is defined as the cumulative total of NAVFAC Project 
Managers, Contract Specialists, and Quality Assurance Representatives. 
Therefore, annual average workload responsibility for each individual is 
calculated by dividing the annual construction WIP dollars by the "Total Staff. 
The same method is applied to the industry organizations to calculate an average 
workload responsibility per individual. Figure 9.4 presents construction workload 





















[■NAVFAC ■NAVFAC CONUS ■TAMU System BUT System ■Dupont| 
Figure 9.4. Individual Mean Workload Responsibility for 
Owner Organizations 
The "NAVFAC" mean and standard deviation for the study period is 
approximately $3.6 milhon and $0.1 million, respectively. The "NAVFAC 
CONUS" mean and standard deviation is approximately $3.2 million and $0.1 
million, respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for a TAMU 
FP&C individual was approximately $4.2 million and $0.5 million, respectively. 
The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for a U.T. 
System OFPC individual was approximately $6.7 million and $0.3 million, 
respectively. 
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The workload responsibility mean and standard deviation for a DuPont 
FC&S individual was approximately $15.7 million and $2.6 million, respectively. 
DuPont had the highest level of average individual responsibility among 
the owner organizations. As discussed in Chapter Seven, the FC&S Department 
is responsible for the construction administration of manufacturing/process 
facilities. The department is not responsible for typical construction projects 
common with the other owner organizations. DuPont's capital projects are more 
complex and higher in cost when compared to the typical construction projects. 
The projects also include the installation of expensive process equipment which 
accounts for a percentage of DuPont's annual construction volume. Additionally, 
DuPont contracts construction administration support from a construction 
management contractor to support the FC&S staff with capital projects. The 
EPCM Contractor is utilized by DuPont on most capital projects and the EPCM 
staff work under the direction of the FC&S Resident Manager for construction 
administration duties including costs, scheduling, safety, quality assurance, 
contractor change requests, and contractor invoices. 
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
10.1 CONCLUSIONS 
1. The mean annual workload responsibility for FY 2000 through FY 2002 for 
NAVFAC's Project Managers, Contract Specialists and Quality Assurance 
Representatives was $6.7 million, $34.1 million and $7.2 million, 
respectively. 
2. Personnel were identified within the selected industry organizations as 
NAVFAC equivalents or with similar ROICC Team duties. 
a. The U. T. System - Resident Construction Manager, Contract Manager 
Project Manager and Construction Inspector 
b. TAMU System - Construction Project Manager, Planning Division 
Project Manager, FP&C Executive Director, Construction Division 
Director and Construction Inspector 
c. The DuPont Company - Resident Manager, Project Engineer, FC&S 
Engineer, and Business Service Consultant 
3. NAVFAC's Project Managers had the lowest level of workload responsibility 
of all four owner organizations. NAVFAC's level of workload responsibility 
for Project Mangers can be attributed to two factors: (1) NAVFAC's Project 
Managers are composed of civilians and Navy CEC Offices. CEC officers 
have opportunities to transfer to other CEC duties and the AROICC positions 
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are not permanent - the average AROICC tour is approximately two years. (2) 
Civilians with substantial experience in industry are easier to remove from 
their positions than civilians within NAVFAC. During low workload periods 
and downsizing, special procedures are executed by NAVFAC (e.g. early 
retirement and separation pay) to reduce the workforce. These procedures are 
not immediate and typically require planning and time to complete. 
4. The mean workload responsibility for NAVFAC's Contract Specialists was 
consistent with the equivalents from the TAMU System and DuPont. 
5. The mean workload responsibility for NAVFAC's Quality Assurance 
Representative was consistent with the TAA4U System equivalent. 
6. With respect to the mean workload responsibility per individual, NAVFAC 
was consistent only with the TAMU System. From a recovery fee standpoint, 
NAVFAC charges its customers eight percent of the total construction project 
cost for new, one-time construction contracts (for construction contracts 
funded by Other Than Navy and Marine Corps O&M and Military 
Construction dollars). It should also be noted that a percentage of NAVFAC's 
construction contracts are mission funded (i.e. paid via the activity's annual 
budget) and a recovery fee is not assessed to its customers. The U.T. System 
and TAMU System charge up to four percent of the total cost for all phases of 
the project: pre-project planning, design and construction. 
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7. NAVFAC is a federal organization and its mission is to support the military 
readiness of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps combat forces through the 
planning, design, and construction of shore facilities. The majority of ROICC 
office civilians are part of the General Schedule pay scale. NAVFAC, as with 
all federal organizations, are bound by statutes that determine how the 
staffing, replacement, and transferring of civilians are dictated. 
8. The U.T. System and TAMU System are public organizations that provide the 
opportunity of high-quality education through undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional schools. Human resource issues must comply with the Systems' 
policies, state laws and federal laws. 
9. The DuPont Company is a private manufacturing company. Unlike federal 
and public organizations, DuPont's mission is to provide a product to 
consumers. DuPont's capital projects are complex and include the 
installation of expensive process equipment. DuPont contracts for 
construction administration support from a construction management 
contractor to support the FC&S staff with complex capital projects. 
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10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Analyze the construction administration fees of all four owner organizations 
and compare the type and level of services paid for by the organizations' 
respective customers. 
2. Analyze NAVFAC workload responsibility for the ROICC Team and all other 
positions listed in the NFOR spreadsheets using data from the earliest years 
available through the present. Determine factors and identify trends that 
influenced the staffing of ROICC personnel. 
3. Analyze workload responsibility between professional construction 
management firms. 
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APPENDIX B: STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
109 
Interview Questions for Non-NAVFAC Organizations 
1. Describe your firm's organizational structure with emphasis on the 
contracts and construction management department. Please include a 
diagram. 
2. With as much detail as possible, please describe the duties of each 
member of the post-award construction management (CM) team (e.g. 
project manager, contract specialist, quality assurance). 
3. For 2000, 2001, and 2002, provide the following data: 1) total work-in- 
place dollars and 2) quantity and skill of personnel devoted to post award 
construction management. 
4. Describe the "flow" of funds within your organization to award or modify 
a construction contract. Is there a member of the CM team with 
contractual authority to award or modify a contract? 
5. How does your firm determine "adequate" staffing for the CM team? 
Describe any algorithms or methods used? How often is the algorithm or 
method used to review CM staffing? 
6. With respect to question four, was your firm's staffing method utilized 
during the 2000, 2001, and 2002 years? If no, please explain why staffing 
methods were not utilized or provide details of the method used and the 
reason(s) for changing to the existing method. 
7. If CM staffing is determined to be inadequate, what measures are taken to 
ensure adequate staffing and how quickly is the issue addressed? 
8. With respect to the CM team, does your firm utilize a permanent home 
office, field office(s), or both? Provide location and size for all field 
offices established during 2000 to 2002. 
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The University of Texas System Administration 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
JobTitlt 
Job C<xlt Nnmbcr 
FLSACitetonr 
Raident Conanietioii Manser 




architeos, and engmstre in the design and constniation of &ci1itie>; Jbr 
conmonent inslibitiDns. 
Ednution ud equrinn rcijiiired 
induiin; trtitmg, rejEittratian, and 
licensnrc 
Bofllielot'a (fe^ree in »ch)tectuie or tnginooring with i minimum of 3 
Yes 
Job Functions                                                 1 
Number D«9Criptian 
1. Administer contract requiieinents of constnrticn comoctt and agreeniGMt. 
2. Provide guidance, soppoit, and leadersltip to the cotistractJOD team. 
3, Supereise empliyees. 
4. Monitat and picnote project constniciion iclwdule and fiscal status. 
5. Manage constmcoon change order ptocesi 
6. Manage resolution of ointisctor questions regantine project design and on-site conditions. 
7. Intcr&ce witlt users and institotion's adiBtnisttation. 
Bcatpyjngthlsposi&m. ThelHaimUmistxpteledtiipaftmneaerdiieaiKctssiuyforAt^tcliv* 
opm&Mi^AtitpiataaHL Aitfi«ali/ualhm tote amsi&nJiaetuhmlaUs IK lieu rfsuttimliiimuiia 
nqain prior igipmat afthe Humm Raourca Director. 
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The University of Texas System Administration 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Jpb Title 
Job Code Wnmlier 
FLSA C«ltgofT 
Contract Manager 




Ediic«tioa Rod ex|MrieiKc required 
including triinlBg, regigtTailon, and 
llcenwrt. 
Simen-ititn provided to othert 
To establish, mainiajn and review coniraa dotaiment recof (Is fot an 
conni uLtion projects for U. T. System. 
Bachelor's degree in aicUtccture or en^oceiing with a niinlinam of S 




1. Prepare monthly status repons. 
2. Review and process all coolractor cettiJicates for payroenL 
3. Maintain cnrrent and Wstoncal tecoids of contraa and cost data for all prqjecti. 
4. Coordinate insurance certificate requirements with contractors and insunnce ptoviilen 
5. Review consmictlon agreemaits, bonds, insuiance and attadmients prior to final exccnlion. 
6. Pitpare the "Notice to Proceed" and related documents upon contiact approvaL 
TkUjali dacripdtm in no way suta »r iit^Ha Aat that art Ike only diOits to hcptrfoimtd h^Ae twplo)iet 
occupying this posilten. Thrbtamientbegieaeil to paform other tbOUsntixaaryfa'tlit^Sfietivii 
operation of the departmem. Any qmal^ic^Ums to be conMeredas i^uivalemt in lieu ofaati miDimamt 
require prior apprmiit ^the Buman Reeouroa Director. 
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The University of Texas System Administration 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Job Tltlt 
Job Code Number 
I FLS A Category 
Project Manager 




Education ind experience rtqulred 
locludi>g trainbig, regntratlon, and 
liccDsure. 
Supervision provided to otheri. 
To provide raanigemert awl direcBoa in esiisting toniponent 
institutions «nd design professionals on their ptognnis, phnnltij, 
contract administration, and constmction observation of facility 
conamictlon prajects.  
BacheJor's degree in architecture or enginesrftig with i minimum of 3" 
years projea management experience. Registration as Professional 







ManagemajorMpiial projeca by providing project cooidination and conflict resolution guldancT 
Support component institutions in pre-projen planning activities. 
Monitor and evaluate project controls used and take definitive action. 
Provide support and guidance to Resident Consttuctlon Manager, Inspectors, and componeST 
msilnnlon aaff In management of canslnietion activities. 
Supervise contract administration activities. 
Review design and construction documents for compliance ivlth project requirements. 
approval ofiht Human Xaounxs Dbeaot. f efuhalmts in lUu of stated ndnlmmm riqiiimpHar 
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The University of Texas System Administration 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Job Title 
Jab Cott 'Samba- 
tLSK Ctttmry 
Cotistniction Inspector 
Effective Dite: Segtembcr 1. IW6 
Kon-exempt 
Job Purpose 
Educatiot] and experience required 
tncludlcg training, rcgiitration, tad 
Hcensure.  
Suptrviiiiiii proYiiied to otHen. 
To provide skilled, pcofessionai duties in tlic in^)ecdoit and/or 
coordination of cotistnictioD or maintenance of projeca. 
Higli school diplonu or GED. equivalent with a mininmm of S yean 
experience in Hiainteaance and conatmctiotL 
Job Functions 
Number Descriptian 
1. Review and approve architectural, dvil, stmctural, plurabinj, electrical, and mechaiijcal shop 
drawings and other submissions. 
2. Inspect work fcr compliance with contract provisions. 
3. Maintain job records, text reports and similar documentation. 
4. Assist the Resident Construction Manager in soMng problems involving architectural, civil, 
structural, olumbing. efcctiical, and mechanical matters. 
5. Coordinate and monitor material testini and air balance testing. 
6. Review and apptove moniUy requests for payment sent from contractors. 
This jab desctiptiiin in no wwv sUttl or bxpliis that them are the mfy Jutia tott pafermal by tht employee 
occupying this position. The incumbent Is txpedtd to poftrm irOitr iutlts ntetssaryfor the ^edSvt 
opetatUm of the tlepartmaa. Any quaEfica&ms to be considered as egnivalaits in Ueu ojstatei minlmumi 
require prior approval of the Human Resources Direaat, 
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Position Description form is used to record the duties, responsibilities, qualifications sought, and fiscal impact of classified and nonclassified 
stair positions. This infoimalion is the basis for determining the title, salary rate, and Fair Labor Standards Act exemption status for staff positions. 
To achieve these purposes, it Is essential that detailed and cxaa Information pertaining to current duties, respoiisibililies, anil qualifications be 
accurately recorded on this form. 
A. MembcKO ofTAMU Syslem: 
Svslem Administrfllive and General Offices 
B. Department or Division: 
Facilities Construction Division 
C, Member ADLOC Account No.: 
OJ-271130 
D. Souruc of Funds b> Type (E&G, Auxilimy, Rcslriclcd, etc.): 
Desicnatea 
E. Member Funding Account No. (s) & Account Titlc(s): 
01-271130, Facilities CDnstruclioR Divisfon 
?. Duration of Position: 
Permanent 
G. Place of Work ot Headquarters (Bldg. Name and Room "No.): 
Ficilities PlinninK tnd Construction - Koom 120 
H. EmployeeM^ame (leave blanlc if position is new or vacant): 
II. Genera) Information: 
A.    This Questionnaire: (check box and complete titlc(s), title code(s), PIN and salBry(ies) as appropriate) 
D Establishes A New Position     Q Changes A Budgeted Position 
Present Title    Construction Project Maniger   
Updates Job Description     Q Determines FLSA Exemption Status 
Title Code    9059 
nv   SCO 128 Present Salary Per 
Proposed Title 




I Secondary costs that will be incurred as a result of this action stjch as equipment, travel, clerical support, etc. (desaibe and give amount): 
C. Titles and number of employees supervised by this position. If no employees arc supervised, indicate "None"; 
Up to 6 - Supervisory Construction Inspector, Senior Construction Inspector (4), Construction Inspector (I) 
D. Is the position of a security sensitive nature (i.e. docs it handle cash or System funds, have access to sensitive files or records, or drive a System 
vehicle)? 
Yet 
E. Machines or equipment used by this position. Indicate hours during an average week that each piece of equipment is actually used. For most 
positions the combined tots! usage will seldom approach 40 hours: 
Computer 2Chrs. Telephone                                              10 hrs. Fax Machine I hrs. 
CxtcuUtor Ihrs. Copier                                                     I hrs. hrs. 
F.    Qualifications required in filling a future vacanc>' in this position. Keep the position in mind rather than the cumml or potential occupant. 
Physical requirements should be indicated in Section V of this form. 
Necessary Qualifications Preferred Qualifications 
Educntion: Bachelor's Degree in Architecture, Ensinccring Building 
Constriction or eauivalent cxoerience 
Experience: Minimum often years in construction witfc experience as 
Project Manacenient or middle management experience 
Licenses, certificates or 
registration: 
Registration as a Professional Engineer or have the 
appropriate education and experience necessary lo 
apply for registration. AIC certification. 
Special knowledge, 
abilities and skills; 
Knowledge of construction principles and practices, ability 
to read and Interpret Contract Documents and the ability 
to maintain efTective relationships with A/E'x and 
Contractors 
■Apr requirements or 
^Hr factors: 
Ability to multitask and work cooperBtively with otheri. 
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fie Position Description form is used to recoil the duties, responsibilities, qualifications souglil, and fiscal impact of classified and nondassified 
staff positions. This infoimation is the basis for deteiiTuning the title, salary rate, and Fair Labor Standards Act exemption status for staff positions. 
To achieve these purposes, it is essential that rieiailrH and cjtact information pertaining to current diities, responsibilities, and qualifications be 
accurately recorded on this form. 
A. Membet(s) of TAMU System: 
Sy.ttem Administrative and General OfTlccf 
B. Department or Division: 
Facilities Administration Division 
C. Member ADLOC Account No.: 
01-271110 
D. Source of Funds by Type (E&G. Auxiliary, Restricted, etc.): 
Deslsnated 
E. Member Funding Account No. (5) i Account ritle(s): 
01-271110, Fadlitiea Administrallon Division 
F. Duration of Position: 
G. Place of Work or Headquarters (Bldg. Name and Room No.): H. Employee's Name (leave blank if position is new or vacant); 
II. General Information: 
A.   This Quesiioonairt: {check box and complete titie(s), title coc!e(s), PIN and salaiy(ies) as appropriate) 
Q Establishes A New Position    Q Changes A Budgeted Position 
Present Title   Director, FacUHies Construcli&n Division      
I Updates Job Description     D Determines FLSA Exemption Status 
Title Code    903J 




Proposed Salary Choiir/monih/year) 
I Secondary costs that will be incurred as a result of this action such as equipment, travel, clerical support, etc. (describe and give amount): 
'None 
C   Titles and number of cn5)loyees supervised by this position. If no employees arc supervised, indicate "Nont^: 
l-AssisUnt Director, Construction Divl^on; ^-Construction Project Managers; 1-Mechai^cal Construction Supervisor; 
1-Elcctrical Construction Supervisor; 1-CI\11 Construction Supervisor; l-Administrative Secretary 
D. Is the position of a security sensitive nature (i.e. docs it require regular handling of large amounts of currency or is the person in situations 
where funds could be diverted from System accounts for personal use; docs the position have access lo master keys to sensitive work areas; or is 
ihe position afforded access to data files that could result in alteration, deletion or unauthorized access to sensitive System information)? 
Yei 
E. Machines or equipment used by this position. Indicate hours during an average week that each piece of equipment is actually used. Foi most 
positions the combined total usage will seldom approach 40 hours; 
Telephone lOhrs. hrs. hrs. 
Computer lOhrs. hrs. hrs. 
F.    Qualifications required in filling a future vacancy in this position. Keep the position in mind rather than the current or potential occupant. 
Physical requirements should be indicated in Section V of this form. 
Necessary Qualifications Preferred Qualifications 
Education; 
ArcbJtetture 
Experience: Minimum of fifteen years experience in managing large 
construction proerams. 
M 
Licenses, certificates or 
y*ef;istration: 




Must be willing to travel, physically able to conduct on- 
rite Inspection for construction projects anil work with 
people within a structured organization 
Other requirements or 
other factors: 
Ability to multi-task and work cooperatively with others. 
Pasfl 
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Tbe Posjlion Draolpiion fannii used lo iccoid ibe dulifs, raspoiuIbniUei, qusltficstfons SAUghl, iDd ftscsl tn^jin of daEEUla] mi noocUsiltnd lUfTpoBJIiQllc. Tliis 
infomwlwUOiebicU for dtlennmjne the title, uhiynl«,Md PairUb«rSlsiidinls Act exeoqitioiiatMiGtw ToBCbievtthesepuitW)Ux.itiitiicfitiil 
llvl drailed and exict Informatklll peitainiDg to cuirent dutiet, rctponstbliiliej, md qmltflcitlMS be kccuntoly leeordvd Od tliii font). 
A. Manhffl(s)ofTAMUSy!tn»; 
Svctem At)miniEtrit}ve and Gtoenl Offices 
B. Depirtirent or Division; 
FacOHles Flianins Division 
C Member ADLOC Account No.: 
Sl-271120 






G. Place of Work orHeadqtianen (Bldg. Name and ReomKo.); 
Fadlltta Ttmnln «oi! Cmitractlon Jundlns 
H. &tmlf,vee'tN«iiwn«aveblai*ifpo«itloni»iieworvMSoil>. 
II. General Infomiatlon: 
A.   This Questionnaire: (check toxiadcoiBpletetitJefs), title code(8), PIN and saJuyOca) as ippropBSte) 
D Establishes A New PoMtion    Q aanges A Bodieted Position    H Updates Job Betcription    D Determines FLSAEiemption Status 
Pracnt nil   ArcWlecniral Project Manager     naeCoit   86M  
Fm   500151 Fresinl Salary Per 
Fmposti Tlllg ^ 




B.   Secondary costs that will be inccrred as a result of tiiis iction suet as equipmem, travel, clerienl soppon, etc. (describe and give amount): 
None 
•   TitiesandnuiiiberofemployeesstiiJervisedbyiUspositioiL Ifno employees are BipovUad, indicate "None : 
None . ,   .   j 
D. Is the positicn of a security sensitive nature fi.e. does itreqtiire reeolarhandMng of laige onomts of cinrency oris the peiwm in ntnatioiu 
■where fimds could be divcned fiom System accounts for personal use; does the position lave access to master keys to sensitive wori! areas; or is 
the position jfTorded access to data Dies thai cojld result in alteration, deletioit w unauthorized access » sensitive System information)? 
E. Madiinetoreqtiipinamused by this position. InificstBhotjtsdtiringanaveragewcekihateadi piece of equipmeitt is actually iitedForooB 
positions tbe combined total usage will seldom approach 40 bouts: 
Cvmputer 15 lin. bts. bra. 
brs:"" btj. hre. 
F,    Qunlifications required in filling a fiitoe vacancy in this position. Keep the position in mind rather than the currant of potcntid occupant 
PhyBicil rrqnirenwnts should te Indicated in Section V of ihis farm. 
Necessarv OuaKficationj JTefened Ooalificaiions 
Educnion; 
Experience: 
projeeti. and compflriWe cxptrtfow nbttd tB field comrtnicilon infl eoBiraet 
MiDlmmn fifiten yean expeHcncc 
Licenses, certificates or 
resJstrttkai: 
Special knowledge, 
abilities and sldUi: 
• 
Eittnrivc Experience h preparttiaB nf dttign presntas for mijor ■nil cpmpln 
bnildlnfic. Extflwive erpvrleaee aod koowttde* wKb buCditis tniterisk 
e<ntn-»«»wiffcOwMri»wIConiulrtn«.                                                  _ 
KBOwledp of TAMUS staidirds and 
practices 
Other requircinents or 
other rocton: 
Ability to ffluki-tjnk and work coopcritively ivlih aihert. 
FagsJ 
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accurately recorded on this form. ^ ^  
A. Mc!iiber(E)ofTAMUSysterrr 
System AJmlnbtnlive ind Gtneral OITnts 
C. Member ADLOC Account No 
01-271130 
E. Member Funding Account No. (J) & Account Title(s); 
01-271130. Facilitiw Con'truetlon Divitian 
G. Place of Work or Hcidquaners (Bidg. Name and Room No.): 
Facilities Plannine and Con»truclion - Room 120  
B. Depaltment or Division: 
Facilities Construction Piyision 
D. Source of Funds by Type (EiG, Auxiliary, Restricted, etc.): 
PesJEnated 
F Duration of Position: 
Permanent 
H. Employee's Name (leave blank if posiUon is new or vacant); 
11. General Information: ,   ,. , •. v 
A.   TTiis Questionnaire: (check box and complete Iltle(s), title code(s), PIN and salary<.es) as appropnate) 
D Establishes ANew Position    D Changes A Budgeted Position     B Updates Job Description    O Determines FLSA Exemptton Status 
Fresenl TMe   Senior Conslrutlion Iniptctor    — 
f/y   524095      Presen, ScU,ry       F.r (hour/montWyear) 
Ttile Code     
Proposed Title 
Proposed Salary ^ ^rop 
% 
Per (hour/month/year) 
Secondary costs that will be incurred as a result oftlris action such as equipment, travel, clerical suppon, etc. (describe and give amount): 
C. Titles and number of employees supervised by this position. If no employees are supervised, indicate "None": 
D. rs?hfposition of a security sensitive nature (i.e. does 1. handle a,sl, or System funds, have access to sensitive files or records, or drive a System 
vehicle)? 
E    M^hines or equipment used by this position. Indicate hours during an average week that each piece ofequipmen. is actually used. For most 









FBI Machine 2 hrs. 
hrs. 
F.    Qualificalions required in fillmg a future vacancy m th,s position. Keep the position in mind .athcr than 0.c current orpot«.tial occupant. 




Bachelor's Degree in Architecture, Engineering or 
BuildlBg Construction. Appropriate experience may bt 
Bubstltuted foreducfltioM 
Licenses, certificates or 
repisl ration: 
Special knowledge, 
ilittcs and skills: 
Other requirements or 
other factors:  
Minimum ten yenrs in construction related work. 
Bachelor's Degree in Architecture, Engineering or 
Building Construction may be lubstituted for four 
years of experience  
Knowledge of construction principles and practice. 
Ability to read and interpret Contract Documents and 
the abilitj to maintain an rrfecllve relationship with 
prolect A/E's, contractors and uwrs. 
Preferred Qualifications 
Travel to Kingsvilte 
Ability to multi-task and work cooperatively with 
others.   
Pagtl 
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CM - Construction Management 
• FC&S - DuPont Construction Management, DuPont (owner) CM roll work force 
• CMC - Construction Management Contractor, CM contractor located at the site, 
part of the EPCM contractor for the project 
Basis - typical large project, construction strategy mainly liunp sum contracting, but 
usually with some amount of cost reimbursable contracting methods 
1.   Describe DuPont's CM Organizational Structure 
• DuPont - business owner of the facility being built, science company 
•    DuPont Global Services - provides a range of services to the owner 
businesses 
•    DuPont Engineering, Facilities & SHE (safety, health, environmental) 
services - Engineering part 
•    DuCap (DuPont Capital Asset Productivity) - Project planning & 
execution 
•    DuPont FC&S (Facilities construction & support) - Construction 
Management 
• Construction Managers/Leads 
• Construction Engineers 
• Construction Safety Professionals 
• Construction Craft Consultants 
• E&I (Electrical, instrumentation, controls) Consultants 
• Mechanical (Equipment, piping) Consultants 
• CSA (Concrete, structural, architectural, civil) 
Consultant 
• Quality Consultant 
• BC&S (Business Controls & Solutions) - Construction 
Business services 
• CMC - Construction Management Contractor 
• CMC CM staff 
• Lump Sum Contractors CM 
•    Lump Sum Contractors CM Staff 
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2.   Describe duties of Construction Management Staff 
DuPontFC&SCM 
• Construction Manager/Lead - full time - project site location 
• Has total construction responsibility for the project 
• Involves the part time DuPont CM staff as needed 
• Provide oversight of the Construction Management Contractor 
• Provide renewal training to the Construction Engineer 
• Construction Engineer - full time - project site location 
• Assist the DuPont Construction Manager 
• Renewal 
• Safety Professional Consultant - part time - regional location 
• Audit, set expectations, and provide training/assistance to the 
Construction Management Contractor 
• Construction Business Services Consultant - part time - regional location 
• Audit, set expectations, and provide training/assistance to the 
Construction Management Contractor 
• Execute payments to the construction contractors 
• Quality Craft Consultant - part time - regional location 
• Audit, set expectations, and provide training/assistance to the 
Construction Management Contractor 
• Civil, structural, architectural Craft Consultant - part time - regional location 
• Audit, set expectations, and provide training/assistance to the 
Construction Management Contractor 
• Mechanical Craft Consultant - part time - regional location 
• Audit, set expectations, and provide training/assistance to the 
Construction Management Contractor 
• Electrical and Instrumentation Craft Consultant - part time - regional 
location 
• Audit, set expectations, and provide training/assistance to the 
Construction Management Contractor 
Construction Management Contractor CM 
• Construction Manager - full time - project site location 
• Has total responsibility for his staff Also responsible for management of 
the construction contractors. Reports to the DuPont FC&S Construction 
Manager 
• Construction Engineer - full time - project site location 
• Assist the construction manager. 
• Scheduler 
• Trouble shooter 
• Safety person - full time - project site location 
• Responsible for implementation of the project's construction safety plan 
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• Contract administrator - full time - project site location 
• Responsible for all official communications with the construction 
contractors 
• Cost control person - full time - project site location 
• Responsible for cost control of all construction costs 
• Receiving person - full time - project site location 
• Receives and issues to the construction contractors equipment and 
materials procured by the engineering/procurement group 
• Civil, structural, architectural superintendent - fiill time - project site 
location 
• Field contractor administrator for the civil, structural and architectural 
construction contractors 
• Mechanical superintendent - full time - project site location 
• Field contractor administrator for the mechanical construction 
contractors 
• Electrical and Instrumentation superintendent - full time - project site 
location 
• Field contractor administrator for the electrical and instrumentation 
construction contractors 
• Quality Supervisor - full time - project site location 
• Responsible for implementation of the project's construction quality plan 
Lump sum contractors CM 
• Construction Manager 
• Safety person 
• Quality person 
• Rest varies depending on type and size of contract 
3.   Total Yearly Construction volume, and CM staff quantity and skill 
•    $ Value 
• 2000 $1.9 billion 
• 2001 $1.5 billion 
• 2002 $1.4 billion 
CM staff 
• FC&S CM staff 
• 100-125 DuPonters 
• Vast majority vi^ith over 20 years experience and highly skilled 
• CMC contractor staff 
• Varies by project and by CMC contractor, say 3 to 4 times the number of 
CM DuPonters, or 10% of the lump sum contracts value, say 300-400. 
• Skill varies, not always at expectation level 
• Lump sum CM staff 
• Varies greatly by lump sum contract size and type 
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• Skill varies greatly, usually not at expected level 
4.   Describe flow of funds 
• Project Authorization 
• EPCM production design 
• EPCM issues design package for review 
• FC&S and CMC review design package for quality and completeness 
• EPCM issues bid package to lump sum contractors for bids 
• EPCM evaluates bids and issues recommendation to FC&S CM 
• With recommendation agreed to, EPCM awards contract. For large dollar values, 
DuPont Sourcing approval is required. DuPont Sourcing is part of DuPont 
Global Services but separate from DuPont Engineering. 
• Construction contractor invoices CM contractor for progress payment in 
alignment with contract requirements 
• CMC evaluates invoices and approves 
• DuPont construction manager approves invoices 
• Approved invoice sent to regional DuPont BC&S (accoimts payable) who inputs 
into DuPont system for payment 
• DuPont issues payment to lump sum contractor 
• Contract alteration 
• Contract award 
• FRJ (request for information) is generated by construction contractor or by 
CMC contract administrator to document all communications, examples: 
• New design 
• Design change 
• Clarifications 
• Claims 
• Information -changes to work week 
• Schedule changes 
• CMC contract administrator issues CCR (contract change request) to the 
construction contractor, requesting quote for the change and schedule impact 
• Construction contractor submits price and schedule impact to the CM 
contractor contract administrator 
• CMC contract administrator reviews with appropriate CM staff members and 
design, and if agreed to, submits XWO (extra work order) for approval by 
CM construction manager 
• If approved, XWO submitted to DuPont construction manager/leader for 
approval 
• If approved, XWO is issued to construction contractor 
• The contract, at any point in time, includes the original authorized contract, 
plus all authorized XWO's. If the change is significant, the contract will be 
altered after going through the above process. Then, the contract, at any 
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point in time, includes the altered authorized contract, plus all authorized 
XWO's, not included in the alteration. 
•    Construction contractor invoices CMC for periodical progress payment as 
shown above. 
5. The DuPont construction manager/lead develops the CM staffing plan for the project, 
to include both DuPont CM staff and the CMC CM staff. DuPont keeps historical 
data on CM staff costs as a per cent to compare each project to. 
6. Staffing Method 
• 2000 - Same 
• 2001 - Same 
• 2002 - Same 
7. Inadequate CM staff size - If the DuPont construction manager determines that the 
CM staff is undersize, he will ASAP: 
• Determine if the CM contractor can add staff and direct him to do so 
• Increase involvement by the part time DuPont CM consuUants as needed 
8. Construction Management Staff Location 
• DuPont CM staff location - Full time project specific staff members, usually the 
construction manager/lead and the construction engineer, are located at the 
project site location, for the duration of the project. Part time regional staff 
members are located either at the home office location, or at a site location, 
permanently. 
• CM contractor staff Location - Located at the project site location for the 




Assistant Resident Engineer in Charge of Construction (AREICC). 
Also known as a Project Manager, a civilian engineer designated by the 
ROICC to administer construction contracts. 
Assistant Resident Officer in Charge of Construction (AROICC).   A 
CEC officer (junior in rank to the ROICC) designated by the ROICC to 
administer construction contracts. 
Civil Engineer Corps (CEC).   An officer staff corps in the U. S. Navy 
specializing in construction management, facilities management and 
contingency engineering. 
Engineering Field Activity (EFA). A subordinate activity of an EFD. 
EFA's have similar functions as EFD's but are smaller in size. There are 
currently seven EFA's within NAVFAC. 
Engineering Field Division (EFD). The regional engineering activity 
responsible for facility acquisition: contract award, issue contract 
warrants, and provide field guidance and environmental regulation. 
NAVFAC is divided among four EFD's. 
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Field Office. A subordinate organizational element of a respective 
NAVFAC Engineering Field Division/Activity at the naval activity/base 
level. Also known as the Resident Officer in Charge of Construction 
(ROICC) offices. The ROICC offices execute and administer 
construction, facilities service and A/E design contracts. 
KO - Contracting Officer 
Resident Engineer in Charge of Construction (REICC). A civilian 
engineer at the Field Office level designated by the ROICC for technical 
support and oversight of projects. 
Resident Officer in Charge of Construction (ROICC). A Civil 
Engineer Corps officer responsible for the overall management of the 
office and the administration of assigned contracts. Contracting authority 
is delegated to the ROICC by the Engineering Field Division/Activity. As 
a contracting officer, the ROICC has the authority to enter, modify or 
terminate a contract in compliance with the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation and other applicable federal laws. 
Work-in-place (WIP). The value of construction, repair, and 
maintenance work put in place, during a specific period, including paid 
materials on site and certified land acquisition 
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